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INSTABILITIES OF THE RELATIVISTIC VLASOV–MAXWELL
SYSTEM ON UNBOUNDED DOMAINS∗
JONATHAN BEN-ARTZI† AND THOMAS HOLDING‡
Abstract. The relativistic Vlasov–Maxwell system describes the evolution of a collisionless
plasma. The problem of linear instability of this system is considered in two physical settings:
the so-called one and one-half dimensional case, and the three dimensional case with cylindrical
symmetry. Sufficient conditions for instability are obtained in terms of the spectral properties of
certain Schro¨dinger operators that act on the spatial variable alone (and not in full phase space).
An important aspect of these conditions is that they do not require any boundedness assumptions
on the domains, nor do they require monotonicity of the equilibrium.
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1. Introduction. We obtain new linear instability results for plasmas governed
by the relativistic Vlasov–Maxwell (RVM) system of equations. The main unknowns
are two functions f± = f±(t,x,v) ≥ 0 measuring the density of positively and neg-
atively charged particles that at time t ∈ [0,∞) are located at the point x ∈ Rd and
have momentum v ∈ Rd. The densities f± evolve according to the Vlasov equations
(1.1)
∂f
∂t
±
+ vˆ · ∇xf± + F± · ∇vf± = 0,
where vˆ = v/
√
1 + |v|2 is the relativistic velocity (the speed of light is taken to be 1
for simplicity) and where F± = F±(t,x,v) is the Lorentz force, given by
F± = ± (E+Eext + vˆ× (B+Bext))
with E = E(t,x) and B = B(t,x) being the electric and magnetic fields, respec-
tively, and Eext(t,x), Bext(t,x) being external fields. The self-consistent fields obey
Maxwell’s equations,
∇ ·E = ρ, ∇ ·B = 0, ∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, ∇×B = j+ ∂E
∂t
,
where
(1.2) ρ = ρ(t,x) =
∫
(f+ − f−) dv
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is the charge density and
(1.3) j = j(t,x) =
∫
vˆ(f+ − f−) dv
is the current density. In addition to the speed of light, we have taken all other
constants that typically appear in these equations (such as the particle masses) to be
1 so as to keep the notation simple.
Novelty of the results. Let us mention the main novel aspects of our instability
results:
Unbounded domains. Our problems are set in unbounded domains (as opposed to
domains with boundaries or periodic domains). One consequence is that the spectrum
of the Laplacian (which shall appear prominently) has an essential part, and there is
no spectral gap.
Nonmonotone equilibrium. We do not assume that the equilibrium in question is
(strongly) monotone (see (1.7) below). Many estimates in previous works rely heavily
on monotonicity assumptions.
Existence of equilibria. In section 7 we prove the existence of nontrivial equilibria
in the unbounded, compactly supported 1.5d case. Previously, this was done in the
periodic setting by means of a perturbation argument about the trivial solution which
is a center (in the dynamical systems sense). The proof here relies on a fixed point
argument.
1.1. Main results. For the convenience of the reader, we provide the full state-
ments of our results here, although some necessary definitions are too cumbersome.
We shall refer to the later sections for these definitions.
The physical setting. As is explained in detail below, we consider two prob-
lems: the 1.5 dimensional case and the 3 dimensional case with cylindrical symmetry.
We shall refer to these two settings as the 1.5d case and the 3d case, respectively, for
brevity. In a nutshell, we consider these settings because they provide enough struc-
ture so that basic existence and uniqueness results hold and because they possess
well-known conserved quantities which may be written explicitly.
The equilibrium. The conserved quantities mentioned above—the microscopic
energy e± and momentum p±—are the subject of further discussion below (see (1.17)
for the 1.5d case and (1.28) for the 3d case); however, we stress the fact that they are
functions that satisfy the time-independent Vlasov equations. Hence any functions of
the form
(1.4) f0,±(x,v) = µ±(e±, p±)
are equilibria of the corresponding Vlasov equations. The converse statement—that
any equilibrium may be written in this form—is called Jeans’ theorem [9] (see Re-
mark 1.1 below). In section 7 we prove that there exist such equilibria. When there
is no room for confusion we simply write µ±(e, p) or µ± instead of µ±(e±, p±).
Remark 1.1 (Jeans’ “theorem”). Jeans’ theorem is commonly referred to as such
in the literature, though it is not (strictly speaking) a theorem. For instance, for the
so-called Vlasov–Einstein system it has been shown to be false [19], while for the
gravitational Vlasov–Poisson system it has indeed been proven rigorously [1]. As far
as the authors know, there are no other proofs (or disproofs), though it is often easy to
give a formal justification of this “theorem” by counting degrees of freedom. Indeed,
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if one can argue that (due to symmetries) an equilibrium f0(x,v) can have at most
d ∈ {1, . . . , 6} degrees of freedom and find d conserved quantities (that is, d quantities
that are constant along the Vlasov flow), then formally it could be argued that f0
may be rewritten as a function of these quantities.
We shall always assume that
0 ≤ f0,±(x,v) ∈ C1 have compact support Ω in the x-variable.
Again, the existence of such equilibria is the subject of section 7. Note that in the 3d
case, Ω must be cylindrically symmetric. In addition, we must assume that
there exist weight functions w± = c(1 + |e±|)−α,
where α > dimension of momentum space and c > 0,
(1.5)
such that the integrability condition
(1.6)
(∣∣∣∣∂µ±∂e
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∂µ±∂p
∣∣∣∣) (e±, p±) < w±(e±)
holds. This implies that
∫ (|µ±e |+ |µ±p |) dxdv < ∞ in both the 1.5d and 3d cases,
where we have abbreviated the writing of the partial derivatives of µ±. This abbre-
viated notation shall be used throughout the paper. It is often assumed that
(1.7) µ±e < 0 whenever µ
± > 0.
We call this a strong monotonicity condition. We do not make any such assumption.
Monotonicity assumptions are natural in the study of both Vlasov systems [11, 12,
13, 15, 17] and the 2d Euler equations [5, 21], as they typically lead to stability. A
famous exception to this rule is Penrose’s result [18], often referred to as the “Penrose
criterion.” In many of the aforementioned works monotonicity assumptions play an
important role throughout. It is therefore not always clear whether such conditions
can be relaxed, or altogether dropped, as this would require extensive reformulation
of the existing proofs.
The main results. To facilitate the understanding of our main results we state
them now, trying not to obscure the big picture with technical details. Hence we
attempt to extract only those aspects of the statements that are crucial for under-
standing, while referring to later sections for some additional definitions. First we
define our precise notion of instability as follows.
Definition 1.1 (spectral instability). We say that a given equilibrium µ± is
spectrally unstable if the system linearized around it has a purely growing mode solu-
tion of the form
(1.8)
(
eλtf±(x,v), eλtE(x), eλtB(x)
)
, λ > 0.
We also need the following definition.
Definition 1.2. Given a (bounded or unbounded) self-adjoint operator A, we
denote by neg(A) the number of negative eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) that it
has whenever there is a finite number of such eigenvalues.
In our first result we obtain a sufficient condition for spectral instability of equi-
libria in the 1.5d case. The condition is expressed in terms of spectral properties of
certain operators that act on functions of the spatial variable alone.
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Theorem 1.1 (spectral instability: 1.5d case). Let f0,±(x,v) = µ±(e, p) be
an equilibrium of the 1.5d system (1.15) satisfying (1.6). There exist self-adjoint
Schro¨dinger operators A01 and A02 and a bounded operator B0 (all defined in (1.23))
acting only on functions of the spatial variable (and not the momentum variable) such
that the equilibrium is spectrally unstable if 0 is not in the spectrum of A01 and
(1.9) neg
(
A02 +
(B0)∗ (A01)−1 B0) > neg (A01) .
The second result provides a similar statement in the 3d case with cylindrical
symmetry, as discussed in further detail in subsection 1.4 below.
Theorem 1.2 (spectral instability: 3d case). Let f0,±(x,v) = µ±(e, p) be a
cylindrically symmetric equilibrium of the RVM system satisfying (1.6). There exist
self-adjoint operators A˜01, A˜02, and A˜03 and a bounded operator B˜01 (all defined in
(1.33)) acting in the spatial variable alone (and not the momentum variable) such
that the equilibrium is spectrally unstable if 0 is not an L6-eigenvalue of A˜03 (see
Definition 1.3 below), 0 is not an eigenvalue of A˜01 (0 will always lie in the essential
spectrum of A˜01, but this is not the same as 0 being an eigenvalue), and
(1.10) neg
(
A˜02 +
(
B˜01
)∗ (
A˜01
)−1
B˜01
)
> neg
(
A˜01
)
+ neg
(
A˜03
)
.
Let us make precise the notion of an L6-eigenvalue.
Definition 1.3 (L6-eigenvalue). We say that λ ∈ R is an L6-eigenvalue of
a self-adjoint Schro¨dinger operator A : H2(Rn;Rm) ⊂ L2(Rn;Rm) → L2(Rn;Rm)
given by A = −∆+K if there exists a function 0 6= uλ ∈ H2loc(Rn;Rm)∩L6(Rn;Rm),
with ∇uλ ∈ L2(Rn;Rm)n, such that Auλ = λuλ in the sense of distributions. The
function uλ is called an L6-eigenfunction.
Remark 1.2. We note that L6 is a natural space to consider in three dimensions
due to the embedding H1(Ω) →֒ L6(Ω), where Ω ⊂ R3 is a bounded and smooth
domain. In fact, any function which decays at infinity and whose first derivatives are
square integrable also belongs to L6(R3). Therefore this is a natural condition for the
potential formulation of Maxwell’s equations where there is no physical reason for the
potentials to be square integrable but where the condition that the fields are square
integrable corresponds to the physical condition that the electromagnetic fields have
finite energy.
The proofs of these two theorems appear in subsections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Let us describe the main ideas of the proofs. For brevity, we omit the ± signs distin-
guishing between positively and negatively charged particles in this paragraph. Since
we are interested in linear instability, we linearize the Vlasov equation around f0.
The only nonlinear term is the forcing term F ·∇vf , so that the linearization of (1.1)
becomes
(1.11)
∂f
∂t
+ vˆ · ∇xf + F0 · ∇vf = −F · ∇vf0,
where F0 is the equilibrium self-consistent Lorentz force and F is the linearized Lorentz
force. We make the following growing-mode ansatz:
Ansatz: the perturbations (f,E,B) have
time dependence eλt, where λ > 0.
(1.12)
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Equation (1.11) can therefore be written as
(1.13) (λ+D) f = −F · ∇vf0,
where
(1.14) D = vˆ · ∇x + F0 · ∇v
is the linearized Vlasov transport operator. We then invert expression (1.13) by
applying λ (λ+D)−1, which is an ergodic averaging operator along the trajectories
of D (depending upon λ as a parameter); see [2, eq. (2.10)]. Hence we obtain an
expression of f in terms of a certain average of the right-hand side−F·∇vf0 depending
upon the parameter λ (see (3.2) and (3.9)). This expression for f is substituted into
Maxwell’s equations through the charge and current densities, resulting in a system of
(elliptic) equations for the spatial variable alone (recall that the momentum variable
is integrated in the expressions for ρ and j). The number of linearly independent
equations is less than one would expect, due to the imposed symmetries. However,
in both cases the equations can be written so that they form a self-adjoint system
denoted Mλ (see (3.5) for the 1.5d case and (3.14) for the 3d case) that has the
general form
M
λ =
[−∆+ 1 0
0 ∆− 1
]
+Kλ
acting on the electric and magnetic potentials, where Kλ is a uniformly bounded and
symmetric family.
The problem then reduces to showing that the equationMλu = 0 has a nontrivial
solution for some value of λ > 0. The difficulty here is twofold: first, the spectrum of
M
λ is unbounded (not even semibounded) and includes essential spectrum extending
to both +∞ and −∞. Second, for each λ, the operatorMλ has a different spectrum:
one must analyze a family of spectra that depends upon the parameter λ. In [4] we
address the following related problem.
Problem 1.1. Consider the family of self-adjoint unbounded operators
M
λ = A+Kλ =
[−∆+ 1 0
0 ∆− 1
]
+
[Kλ++ Kλ+−
Kλ−+ Kλ−−
]
, λ ∈ [0, 1],
acting in (an appropriate subspace of) L2(Rd)⊕ L2(Rd), where {Kλ}λ∈[0,1] is a uni-
formly bounded, symmetric, and strongly continuous family. Is it possible to con-
struct explicit finite dimensional symmetric approximations of Mλ whose spectrum
in (−1, 1) converges to that of Mλ for all λ simultaneously?
A solution to this problem allows us to construct finite dimensional approxima-
tions to Mλ. We discuss this problem in subsection 2.2. The conditions (1.9) and
(1.10) appearing in the main theorems above translate into analogous conditions on
the approximations, and those, in turn, guarantee the existence of a nontrivial approx-
imate solution. Since the approximate problems converge (in an appropriate sense)
to the original problem, this is enough to complete the proof. A crucial ingredient is
the self-adjointness of all operators: this guarantees that the spectrum is restricted
to the real line. The strategy is to “track” eigenvalues as a function of the parameter
λ and conclude that they cross through 0 for some value λ > 0. To do so, we require
knowledge of the spectrum of the operatorMλ for small positive λ, which is obtained
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from the assumptions (1.9) and (1.10), and for large λ which arises naturally from
the form of the problem.
Yet even with a solution to this problem at hand, some difficulties remain. In
the cylindrically symmetric case there is a geometric difficulty. Namely, cylindrical
symmetries must be respected, a fact that requires a somewhat more cumbersome
functional setup. In particular, the singular nature of the coordinate chart along
the axis of symmetry requires special attention. To circumvent this issue we shall
do all computation in Cartesian coordinates and use carefully chosen subspaces to
decompose the magnetic potential. The second difficulty is the lack of a spectral
gap, which is due to the unbounded nature of the problem in physical space. As a
consequence, the dependence of the spectrum of Mλ on λ is delicate, especially as
λ→ 0, and needs careful consideration.
1.2. Previous results.
Existence theory. The main difficulty in attaining existence results for Vlasov
systems is in controlling particle acceleration due to the nonlinear forcing term. Hence
existence and uniqueness has only been proved under various symmetry assumptions.
In [7] global existence in the 1.5d case was established, and in [6] the cylindrically
symmetric case was considered. Local existence and uniqueness is due to [22].
Stability theory. One of the important early results on (linear) stability of plasmas
is that of Penrose [18]. Two notable later results are [8, 14]. We refer the reader to
[2] for additional references. The current result continues a program initiated by Lin
and Strauss [12, 13] and continued by the first author [2, 3]. In [12, 13] the equilibria
were always assumed to be strongly monotone, in the sense of (1.7). This added sign
condition (which is widely used within the physics community, and is believed to be
crucial for stability results) allowed them to obtain in [12] a linear stability criterion
which was complemented by a linear instability criterion in [13]. Combined, these two
results produced a necessary and sufficient criterion for stability in the following sense:
there exists a Schro¨dinger operator L0 acting only in the spatial variable such that
L0 ≥ 0 implies spectral stability and L0  0 implies spectral instability. In [2, 3] the
monotonicity assumption was removed, which mainly impacted the ability to obtain
stability results. The instability results are similar to those of Lin and Strauss, though
the author considers only the 1.5d case with periodicity. This is due to his methods
which crucially require a Poincare´ inequality. We remark that our results recover all
previous results when one restricts the analysis to the monotone case.
1.3. The 1.5d case. First we treat the so-called 1.5d case, which is the lowest
dimensional setting that permits nontrivial electromagnetic fields. In this setting,
the plasma is assumed to have certain symmetries in phase-space that render the
distribution function as a function of only one spatial variable x and two momentum
variables v = (v1, v2), with v1 being aligned with x. The only nontrivial components of
the fields are the first two components of the electric field and the third component of
the magnetic field, E = (E1, E2, 0) and B = (0, 0, B), and similarly for the equilibrium
fields. The RVM system becomes the following system of scalar equations:
∂tf
± + vˆ1∂xf
± ± (E1 + vˆ2B)∂v1f± ± (E2 − vˆ1B)∂v2f± = 0,(1.15a)
∂tE1 = −j1,(1.15b)
∂tE2 + ∂xB = −j2,(1.15c)
∂xE1 = ρ,(1.15d)
∂tB = −∂xE2,(1.15e)
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where ρ and j1, j2 are defined by (1.2) and (1.3).
1.3.1. Equilibrium. In section 7 we prove that there exist equilibria f0,±(x,v)
which can be written as functions of the energy and momentum,
(1.16) f0,±(x,v) = µ±(e±, p±),
as in (1.4). The energy and momentum are defined as
(1.17) e± = 〈v〉 ± φ0(x)± φext(x), p± = v2 ± ψ0(x)± ψext(x),
where 〈v〉 =√1 + |v|2 and where φ0 and ψ0 are the equilibrium electric and magnetic
potentials (both scalar, in this case), respectively,
(1.18) ∂xφ
0 = −E01 , ∂xψ0 = B0,
and similarly φext and ψext are external electric and magnetic potentials that give
rise to external fields Eext1 and B
ext. It is a straightforward calculation to verify that
e± and p± are conserved quantities of the Vlasov flow, i.e., that D±e± = D±p± = 0,
where the operators D± are defined below, in (1.20).
Lemma 1.1. For compactly supported equilibria E02 ≡ 0.
Proof. First we note that, due to (1.15e), E02 is a constant function. Let f
0,± be a
compactly supported (in x) equilibrium of positively and negatively charged particles.
Let ζ(x) be a smooth test function, and define Z to be an antiderivative of ζ. Testing
the Vlasov equation with Z gives∫∫
vˆ1f
0,± dv ζ dx = 0.
As ζ is arbitrary, we deduce that
∫
f0,±vˆ1 dv = 0 for all x (and both of ±). Now, by
testing the Vlasov equation with v2, we obtain that∫∫
(E02 − vˆ1B0)f0,± dx dv = 0.
This implies that ∫ [
E02
∫
f0,± dv −B0
∫
f0,±vˆ1 dv
]
dx = 0.
As
∫
f0,±vˆ1 dv = 0, and as f
0,± is nonnegative (and nontrivial), we deduce that E02 ,
being a constant, is zero.
1.3.2. Linearization. Let us discuss the linearization of (1.15) about a steady-
state solution (f0,±,E0,B0). Using ansatz (1.12) and Jeans’ theorem (1.4), together
with (1.17) and (1.18), the linearized system becomes
(λ+D±)f± = ∓µ±e vˆ1E1 ± µ±p vˆ1B ∓ (µ±e vˆ2 + µ±p )E2,(1.19a)
λE1 = −j1,(1.19b)
λE2 + ∂xB = −j2,(1.19c)
∂xE1 = ρ,(1.19d)
λB = −∂xE2,(1.19e)
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where
(1.20) D± = vˆ1∂x ± (E01 + Eext1 + vˆ2(B0 +Bext))∂v1 ∓ vˆ1(B0 +Bext)∂v2
are the linearized transport operators as in (1.14), and
ρ =
∫
(f+ − f−) dv, ji =
∫
vˆi(f
+ − f−) dv
are the charge and current densities, respectively.
We now construct electric and magnetic potentials φ and ψ, respectively, as in
(1.18). Equation (1.19b) implies that E1 has the same spatial support as j1, which is
a moment of f±, which, in turn, has the same x support as µ± (this can be seen from
(1.19a), for instance). We deduce that E1 is compactly supported in Ω and choose an
electric potential φ ∈ H2(Ω) such that E1 = −∂xφ in Ω and E1 = 0 outside Ω. Since
E1 vanishes at the boundary of Ω, we must impose Neumann boundary conditions on
φ, and as E1 depends only on the derivative of φ, we may impose that φ has mean
zero. The magnetic potential ψ is chosen to satisfy B = ∂xψ and E2 = −λψ (this is
due to (1.19e)). Then the remaining Maxwell’s equations (1.19b)–(1.19d) become
λ∂xφ = −λE1 = j1 in Ω,(1.21a)
(−∂2x + λ2)ψ = −∂xB − λE2 = j2 in R,(1.21b)
− ∂2xφ = ∂xE1 = ρ in Ω,(1.21c)
where (1.21c) is complemented by the Neumann boundary condition
−∂xφ = E1 = 0 on ∂Ω.
The linearized Vlasov equations can now be written as
(1.22)
(λ+D±)f± = ±µ±e vˆ1∂xφ± µ±p vˆ1∂xψ ± λ(µ±e vˆ2 + µ±p )ψ
= ±µ±e D±φ± µ±p D±ψ ± λ(µ±e vˆ2 + µ±p )ψ,
where we have used the fact that D±u = vˆ1∂xu if u is a function of x only.
Now let us specify the functional spaces that we shall use. For the scalar potential
φ we define the space
L20(Ω) :=
{
f ∈ L2(Ω) :
∫
Ω
f = 0
}
,
while for the magnetic potential ψ we simply use L2(R), the standard space of square
integrable functions. We denote by Hk(R) (resp., Hk(Ω)) the usual Sobolev space of
functions whose first k derivatives are in L2(R) (resp., L2(Ω)). Moreover, we naturally
define
Hk0 (Ω) :=
{
f ∈ Hk(Ω) :
∫
Ω
f = 0
}
and the corresponding version which imposes Neumann boundary conditions
Hk0,n(Ω) :=
{
f ∈ Hk0 (Ω) : ∂xf = 0 on ∂Ω
}
.
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Finally, to allow us to consider functions that do not decay at infinity we use the
conditions (1.5) and (1.6) to define weighted spaces L± as follows: we take the clo-
sure of the smooth and compactly supported functions of (x,v) (with the x support
contained in Ω) under the weighted-L2 norm given by
‖u‖2
L±
=
∫
Ω×R2
w±|u|2 dvdx,
and we denote the inner product by 〈·, ·〉
L±
. In particular we can view any function
u(x) ∈ L2(Ω) or L20(Ω) as being in L± by considering u as a function of (x,v) which
does not depend on v. We can extend this to functions in L2(R) by multiplying them
by the characteristic function ✶Ω of the set Ω. Hence the function ✶Ω itself may be
regarded as an element in L±.
1.3.3. The operators. Finally, we define the operators used in the statement
of Theorem 1.1. First define the following projection operators.
Definition 1.4 (projection operators). We define Q0± to be the orthogonal pro-
jection operators in L± onto ker(D±).
Remark 1.3. Although this definition makes reference to the spaces L±, the oper-
ators Q0± do not depend on the exact choice of weight functions w±. This may be seen
by writing (Q0±h)(x,v) as the pointwise limit of ergodic averages along trajectories
(see Remark 3.1 and Lemma 6.1).
This allows us to define the following operators acting on functions of the spatial
variable x, not the full phase-space variables:
A01h = −∂2xh+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Q0± − 1)h dv,(1.23a)
A02h = −∂2xh−
(∑
±
∫
µ±p vˆ2 dv
)
h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆ2µ
±
e Q0± [vˆ2h] dv,(1.23b)
B0h =
(∫ ∑
±
µ±p dv
)
h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e Q0± [vˆ2h] dv,(1.23c)
(B0)∗ h = (∫ ∑
±
µ±p dv
)
h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆ2Q0±h dv.(1.23d)
Their precise properties are discussed in subsection 6.1. For future reference, we
mention the important identity
(1.24)
∫
R
(
µ±p + vˆ2µ
±
e
)
dv2 = 0,
which is due to the fact that ∂µ
±
∂v2
= µ±e vˆ2 + µ
±
p .
1.4. The cylindrically symmetric case. Since notation can be confusing
when multiple coordinate systems are in use, we start this section by making clear
what our conventions are.
Vector transformations and notational conventions. We let x = (x, y, z) = xe1 +
ye2 + ze3 denote the representation of the point x ∈ R3 in terms of the standard
Cartesian coordinates. We define the usual cylindrical coordinates as
r =
√
x2 + y2, θ = arctan(y/x), z = z,
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and the local cylindrical coordinates as
er = r
−1(x, y, 0), eθ = r
−1(−y, x, 0), ez = (0, 0, 1).
By cylindrically symmetric we mean that in what follows no quantity depends upon θ
(which does not imply that the θ component is zero!). When writing f(x), we mean
the value of the function f at the point x in Cartesian coordinates. We shall often
abuse notation and write f(r, θ, z) to mean the value of f at the point (r, θ, z) in
cylindrical coordinates. A point v ∈ R3 in momentum space shall either be expressed
in Cartesian coordinates as
vxyz = (vx, vy, vz) = (v · e1)e1 + (v · e2)e2 + (v · e3)e3
or in cylindrical coordinates (depending upon the point x ∈ R3 in physical space) as
vrzθ = (vr, vθ, vz) = (v · er)er + (v · eθ)eθ + (v · ez)ez.
However, we shall not be too pedantic about this notation and shall use v (rather
than vxyz or vrzθ) when there’s no reason for confusion.
A vector-valued function F shall be understood to be represented in Cartesian
coordinates. That is, unless otherwise said, F = (Fx, Fy, Fz) = Fxe1 + Fye2 + Fze3.
Its expression in cylindrical coordinates shall typically be written as F = Frer +
Fθeθ + Fzez.
Differential operators. Partial derivatives in Cartesian coordinates are written
as ∂x, ∂y, and ∂z, while in cylindrical coordinates they are ∂r, ∂θ, and ∂z. They
transform in the standard manner. It is important to note that since we work in
phase space, we shall require derivatives with respect to v as well. One important
factor appearing in the Vlasov equation is vˆ · ∇x, which transforms as
(vˆ · ∇x)h = vˆx∂xh+ vˆy∂yh+ vˆz∂zh
= vˆr∂rh+ r
−1vˆθ∂θh+ vˆz∂zh
= vˆr∂rh+ r
−1vˆθ(vθ∂vrh− vr∂vθh) + vˆz∂zh.
However, the next term in the Vlasov equation transforms “neatly”:
(F · ∇v)h = Fx∂vxh+ Fy∂vyh+ Fz∂vzh
= (Fx cos θ + Fy sin θ)∂vrh+ (−Fx sin θ + Fy cos θ)∂vθh+ Fz∂vzh
= Fr∂vrh+ Fθ∂vθh+ Fz∂vzh.
1.4.1. The Lorenz gauge. As opposed to system (1.19), here we do not get a
system of scalar equations. It is well known that there is some freedom in defining
the electromagnetic potentials ϕ (we use ϕ in the cylindrically symmetric case rather
than φ to avoid confusion) and A, satisfying
∂tA+∇ϕ = −E, ∇×A = B.
Remark 1.4. Whenever the differential operator∇ appears without any subscript,
it is understood to be ∇x, that is, the operator (∂x, ∂y, ∂z) acting on functions of the
spatial variable in Cartesian coordinates. The same holds for the Laplacian ∆.
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We choose to impose the Lorenz gauge ∇ · A + ∂ϕ∂t = 0, hence transforming
Maxwell’s equations into the hyperbolic system
∂2
∂t2
ϕ−∆ϕ = ρ,(1.25a)
∂2
∂t2
A−∆A = j.(1.25b)
We remark that this is not unique to the cylindrically symmetric case, and the ex-
pressions above are written in Cartesian coordinates.
1.4.2. Equilibrium and the linearized system. We define the steady-state
potentials ϕ0 : R3 → R and A0 : R3 → R3 through
(1.26) ∇ϕ0 = −E0, ∇×A0 = B0,
which become
(1.27) E0 = −∂rϕ0er − ∂zϕ0ez, B0 = −∂zA0θer +
1
r
∂r(rA
0
θ)ez.
The energy and momentum may be defined (analogously to (1.17)) as
e±cyl = 〈v〉 ± ϕ0(r, z)± ϕext(r, z),
p±cyl = r(vθ ±A0θ(r, z)±Aextθ (r, z)),
(1.28)
where we recall that 〈v〉 =√1 + |vxyz|2. It is straightforward to verify that they are
indeed conserved along the Vlasov flow (which is given by the integral curves of the
differential operators D˜±, defined in (1.30) below). To maintain simple notation we
won’t insist on writing the cyl subscript where it is clear which energy and momentum
are meant. The external fields are also assumed to be cylindrically symmetric, and
their potentials satisfy equations analogous to (1.27). We recall (1.4), namely that
any equilibrium is assumed to be of the form
f0,±(x,v) = µ±(e±, p±).
Considering the Lorenz gauge, and applying the ansatz (1.12) and Jeans’ theorem
(1.4), the linearization of the RVM system about a steady-state solution (f0,±,E0,B0)
is
(λ+ D˜±)f± = ±(λ+ D˜±)(µ±e ϕ+ rµ±p (A · eθ))± λµ±e (−ϕ+A · vˆ),(1.29a)
λ2ϕ−∆ϕ =
∫
(f+ − f−) dv,(1.29b)
λ2A−∆A =
∫
(f+ − f−)vˆ dv,(1.29c)
where
(1.30)
D˜± = vˆxyz · ∇x ± (E0 +Eext + vˆxyz × (B0 +Bext)) · ∇v
= vˆr∂r + vˆz∂z + (±E0r ± Eextr ± vˆθ(B0z +Bextz ) + r−1vˆθvθ)∂vr
+ (±vˆz(B0r +Bextr )∓ vˆr(B0z +Bextz ) + r−1vˆθvr)∂vθ
± (E0z + Eextz + vˆθ(B0r +Bextr ))∂vz
are the linearized transport operators. The Lorenz gauge condition under the growing
mode ansatz is
(1.31) ∇ ·A+ λϕ = 0.
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1.4.3. Functional spaces. Even more so than in the 1.5d case, choosing con-
venient functional spaces is crucial, due to the singular nature of the correspondence
between Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. We define
L2cyl(R
3) = the smallest closed subspace of L2(R3) comprised of func-
tions which have cylindrical symmetry.
A short computation using cylindrical coordinates shows that the decomposition
L2(R3) = L2cyl(R
3)⊕ (L2cyl(R3))⊥ reduces the Laplacian. This means that the Lapla-
cian commutes with the orthogonal projection of L2(R3) onto L2cyl(R
3). Hence the
Laplacian is decomposed as
∆ = ∆cyl +∆cyl⊥ .
As we have no use for (L2cyl(R
3))⊥, we shall abuse notation slightly and denote ∆cyl
as simply ∆. We now consider vector-valued functions
A ∈ L2cyl(R3;R3) := (L2cyl(R3))3.
We decompose such functions as
(1.32)
A = (A · eθ)eθ + ((A · er)er + (A · ez)ez)
= Aθ +Arz ∈ L2θ(R3;R3)⊕ L2rz(R3;R3).
By computing with cylindrical coordinates, we once again discover that this decom-
position reduces the vector Laplacian ∆ on L2cyl(R
3;R3). Note that this reduction
does not occur for ∆ on L2(R3;R3) (i.e., without the cylindrical symmetry).
We further define the corresponding Sobolev spaces Hkcyl(R
3), Hkθ (R
3;R3),
Hkrz(R
3;R3) of functions whose first k weak derivatives lie in L2cyl(R
3), L2θ(R
3;R3),
and L2rz(R
3;R3), respectively. Note that, because of the reductions above, ∆ is self-
adjoint on L2cyl(R
3) with domain H2cyl(R
3), and∆ is self-adjoint on each of L2θ(R
3;R3)
and L2rz(R
3;R3) with domains H2θ (R
3;R3) and H2rz(R
3;R3), respectively.
As in the 1.5d case, we shall require certain weighted spaces N± that allow us
to include functions that do not decay. We define N± as the closure of the smooth
compactly supported functions u : R3×R3 → R which are cylindrically symmetric in
the x variable, and have x-support contained in Ω, under the norms
‖u‖
N±
=
∫
R3×Ω
w±|u|2 dvdx,
where the weight functions w± are those introduced in (1.5).
1.4.4. The operators. We now define the operators used in the statement of
Theorem 1.2. As in the 1.5d case, we shall require the following definition of projection
operators.
Definition 1.5 (projection operators). We define Q˜0± to be the orthogonal pro-
jection operators in N± onto ker(D˜±).
As in the 1.5d case, the operators Q˜0± do not depend upon the exact choice of
weights w±. Now we are ready to define the operators of the cylindrically symmetric
case. For brevity, given vˆ = (vˆr, vˆθ, vˆz), we define vˆθ = vˆθeθ and vˆrz = vˆrer + vˆzez.
All operators act on functions of the spatial variables only: the operator A˜01 acts on
functions in L2cyl(R
3), A˜02 on functions in L2θ(R3;R3), A˜03 on functions in L2rz(R3;R3),
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and B˜01 on functions in L2θ(R3;R3) with range L2cyl(R3). We have
A˜01h = −∆h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Q˜0± − 1)h dv,(1.33a)
A˜02h = −∆h−
(
r
∫ ∑
±
µ±p vˆθ dv
)
h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆθµ
±
e Q˜0±[h · vˆθ] dv,(1.33b)
A˜03h = −∆h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆrzµ
±
e Q˜0±[h · vˆrz] dv,(1.33c)
B˜01h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Q˜0± − 1)[h · vˆθ] dv,(1.33d)
(B˜01)∗h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆθ(Q˜0± − 1)h dv.(1.33e)
The precise properties of these operators are discussed in subsection 6.2. We also
mention an identity analogous to (1.24),
(1.34)
∫
R3
(rµ±p + vˆθµ
±
e ) dv = 0,
which is due to the integrand being a perfect derivative: ∂µ
±
∂vθ
= rµ±p + vˆθµ
±
e .
1.5. Organization of the paper. In section 2 we provide some necessary back-
ground, including the crucial result on approximating spectra found in [4]. Then we
treat the two problems—the 1.5d and 3d cases—in parallel: in section 3 we formu-
late the two problems as an equivalent family of self-adjoint problems, which we then
successively solve in section 4. The proofs of the main theorems are concluded in
section 5. In section 6 we provide the rigorous treatment of the various operators
appearing throughout the paper, and in section 7 we show that there exist nontrivial
equilibria.
2. Background, definitions, and notation. In this section we remind the
reader of the various notions of convergence in Hilbert spaces in order to avoid confu-
sion. For a Hilbert space H we denote its norm and inner product by ‖·‖
H
and 〈·, ·〉
H
,
respectively. When there is no ambiguity we drop the subscript. We denote the set
of bounded linear operators from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space G as B (H,G),
and when H = G we simply write B (H). The operator norm is denoted ‖·‖
H→G,
where, again, when there is no ambiguity we may drop the subscript.
Definition 2.1 (convergence in B (H,G)). Let T , Tn ∈ B (H,G), where n ∈ N.
(a) We say that the sequence Tn converges to T in norm (or uniformly) as n→∞
whenever ‖Tn − T ‖H→G → 0 as n→∞. In this case we write Tn → T .
(b) We say that the sequence Tn converges to T strongly as n → ∞ whenever we
have the pointwise convergence Tnu → T u in G for all u ∈ H. In this case we
write Tn s−→ T .
Now let us recall some important notions related to unbounded self-adjoint oper-
ators.
Definition 2.2 (convergence of unbounded operators). Let A and An be self-
adjoint, where n ∈ N.
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(a) We say that the sequence An converges to A in the norm resolvent sense as
n→∞ whenever (An − z)−1 → (A− z)−1 for any z ∈ C \ R. In this case we
write An n.r.−−→ A.
(b) We say that the sequence An converges to A in the strong resolvent sense as
n→∞ whenever (An − z)−1 s−→ (A− z)−1 for any z ∈ C \ R. In this case we
write An s.r.−−→ A.
Remark 2.1. Notice that for any self-adjoint operator A, the resolvent (A− z)−1
is a bounded operator for any z ∈ C \ R.
2.1. Basic facts. The subsequent results will be used throughout the paper
without explicit reference.
Lemma 2.1. Let H,G be Banach spaces, T , Tn ∈ B (H,G) and u, un ∈ H where
n ∈ N, and assume that Tn s−→ T and un → u. Then Tnun → T u as n→∞.
Proof. We compute
‖Tnun − T u‖ ≤ ‖Tn(un − u)‖+ ‖(Tn − T )u‖
≤
(
sup
n∈N
‖Tn‖
)
‖un − u‖+ ‖(Tn − T )u‖ .
This supremum is finite by the uniform boundedness principle, so the first term con-
verges to zero since un → u. The second term converges to zero since Tn s−→ T .
Corollary 2.1. If Tn s−→ T and Sn s−→ S as n → ∞, then TnSn s−→ T S as
n→∞.
The following result complements Weyl’s theorem (see [10, Chapter IV, Theorem
5.35]) on the stability of the essential spectrum under a relatively compact pertur-
bation. In our setting we know more about the perturbation than its being merely
relatively compact.
Lemma 2.2. Let A = −∆ + K : H2(Rn) ⊂ L2(Rn) → L2(Rn) be a self-adjoint
Schro¨dinger operator with K ∈ B(L2(Rn)) and K = KP, where P : L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn)
is the multiplication operator by the characteristic function ✶Ω of some bounded do-
main Ω ⊂ Rn. Then A has a finite number of negative eigenvalues (counting multi-
plicity).
Proof. By Weyl’s theorem (see [10, Chapter IV, Theorem 5.35]), there are at most
countably many negative eigenvalues, and they may only accumulate at 0. Denote
these as the increasing sequence λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · , where equality comes from multiplic-
ity. As A is self-adjoint, the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions e1, e2, . . . form
an orthonormal set. Let E be their linear span; i.e.,
E = span{ei : i = 1, 2, . . . }.
Note that E is a linear subspace of L2(Rn) but is not necessarily closed. Also, from
elliptic regularity, using that K ∈ B(L2(Rn)), we have that E ⊂ H2(Rn).
We claim that there exists an injective linear map from E into a finite dimensional
space, and hence E is finite dimensional, proving the lemma. Indeed, we define the
map T : E → H2(Ω) by u 7→ ✶Ωu, with image T (E). T is manifestly linear, so it
remains to check the other claimed properties.
Step 1. T is injective into its image. By linearity it suffices to show that T u = 0
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implies that u = 0 for any u ∈ E . Since u ∈ E it must hold that∫
Rn
uAu dx ≤ 0.
However, T u = 0 implies that Ku = 0; hence we have∫
Rn
uAu dx =
∫
Rn
u(−∆u+Ku) dx
=
∫
Rn
u(−∆)u dx =
∫
Rn
|∇u|2 dx ≥ 0.
Therefore ∇u = 0, which together with u ∈ L2(Rn) implies that u = 0.
Step 2. The image of T is finite dimensional. Let v =
∑m
i=1 aiT ei = T u for
scalar ai and m finite be an arbitrary element of T (E). Then we have
‖∇v‖2L2(Ω) − ‖K‖ ‖v‖2L2(Ω) ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∇
m∑
i=1
aiei
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2(Rn)
− ‖K‖
∥∥∥∥∥P
m∑
i=1
aiei
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2(Rn)
≤
〈
A
m∑
i=1
aiei,
m∑
i=1
aiei
〉
L2(Rn)
=
m∑
i=1
λi|ai|2 ‖ei‖2L2(Rn) ≤ 0,
where we have used orthogonality of the eigenfunctions ei and that λi < 0. Hence
any v ∈ T (E) obeys the bound
‖∇v‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C ‖v‖2L2(Ω)
with C that does not depend upon v orm. By the Poincare´ inequality on the bounded
domain Ω (enlarging Ω as needed to ensure that its boundary is smooth), T (E) is finite
dimensional. As discussed above, these two steps complete the proof.
2.2. Approximating strongly continuous families of unbounded opera-
tors. Here we summarize the main results of [4] on properties of approximations of
strongly continuous families of unbounded operators. We shall require these results
in what follows. We refer the reader to [4] for full details, including proofs. Let
H = H+ ⊕ H− be a (separable) Hilbert space with inner product 〈·, ·〉 and norm ‖·‖ ,
and let
Aλ =
[Aλ+ 0
0 −Aλ−
]
and Kλ =
[Kλ++ Kλ+−
Kλ−+ Kλ−−
]
, λ ∈ [0, 1],
be two families of operators on H depending upon the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] (the range
[0, 1] of values of the parameter is, of course, arbitrary), where the family Aλ is also
assumed to be defined for λ in an open neighborhood D0 of [0, 1] in the complex plane.
The families Aλ and Kλ satisfy the following:
(1) Sectoriality: The sesquilinear forms aλ± corresponding to Aλ± are sectorial and
closed for λ ∈ D0, symmetric for real λ, have dense domains D(aλ±) independent of
λ ∈ D0, and D0 ∋ λ 7→ aλ±[u, v] are holomorphic for any u, v ∈ D(aλ±). (In the
terminology of [10], aλ± are holomorphic families of type (a), and Aλ are holomorphic
families of type (B).)
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(ii) Gap: Aλ± > 1 for every λ ∈ [0, 1]. We let α > 1 be a lower bound to all Aλ±.
(iii) Bounded perturbation: {Kλ}λ∈[0,1] ⊂ B (H) is a symmetric strongly continu-
ous family.
(iv) Compactness: There exist symmetric operators P± ∈ B (H±) which are
relatively compact with respect to the forms aλ±, satisfying Kλ = KλP for all λ ∈ [0, 1],
where
P =
[P+ 0
0 P−
]
.
Finally, if the family Aλ does not have a compact resolvent, we assume the fol-
lowing.
(v) Compactification of the resolvent: There exist holomorphic forms {wλ±}λ∈D0
of type (a) and associated operators {Wλ±}λ∈D0 of type (B) such that, for λ ∈ [0, 1],
Wλ± are self-adjoint and nonnegative, and if wλ is the form associated with
Wλ =
[Wλ+ 0
0 −Wλ−
]
, λ ∈ D0,
then D(wλ)∩D(a±) are dense for all λ ∈ D0 and the inclusion (D(wλ)∩D(a), ‖·‖aλε )→
(H, ‖·‖) is compact for some λ ∈ D0 and all ε > 0, where aλε is the form associated
with
(2.1) Aλε := Aλ + εWλ, λ ∈ D0, ε ≥ 0.
Define the family of (unbounded) operators {Mλε}λ∈[0,1],ε≥0, acting in H as
Mλε = Aλε +Kλ, λ ∈ [0, 1].
For ε > 0, let
• {eλε,k}k∈N ⊂ H be a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of Aλε ,
• Gλε,n : H → H be the orthogonal projection operators onto span(eλε,1, . . . , eλε,n),
• M˜λε,n be the n-dimensional operator defined as the restriction of Mλε to
Gλε,n(H).
Now, for λ ∈ [0, 1], ε ≥ 0, and n ∈ N we define the measures (where we always take
multiplicities into account!)
νλ,ε =
∑
x∈sppp(M
λ
ε )\spess(M
λ
ε )
δx,
and for any ε > 0 and n ∈ N the measures
ν˜λ,ε,n =
∑
x∈sp(M˜λε,n)
δx.
Consider a cutoff function φη satisfying
φη(x) =
{
1, x ∈ [−1, 1],
0, x ∈ R \ (−1− η, 1 + η), φη ∈ C(R, [0, 1]), η ∈ (0, α).
Finally, define the measures
µηλ,ε = φηνλ,ε
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and
µ˜ηλ,ε,n = φη ν˜λ,ε,n.
Recall that the space of finite positive Borel measures equipped with the topology of
weak convergence is metrizable, for example with the bounded Lipschitz distance
dBL(µ, ν) := sup
‖ψ‖Lip≤1,|ψ|≤1
∫
ψ d(µ− ν).
Our main result in [4]1 is the following.
Theorem 2.1. The mappings (λ, ε) 7→ µηλ,ε and λ 7→ µ˜ηλ,ε,n are weakly continu-
ous, and as n→∞, dBL(µ˜ηλ,ε,n, µηλ,ε)→ 0 uniformly in λ ∈ [0, 1].
3. An equivalent problem.
3.1. The 1.5d case. We will now reduce the linearized Vlasov–Maxwell system
(1.19) to a self-adjoint problem in L2(R)×L20(Ω) depending continuously (in the norm
resolvent sense) on the parameter λ > 0.
3.1.1. Inverting the linearized Vlasov equation. Rearranging the terms in
(1.22), we obtain
(3.1) (λ+D±)f± = ±(λ+D±)(µ±e φ+ µ±p ψ)± λµ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ),
where we use the fact that µ± are constant along trajectories of the vector-fields D±.
In order to obtain an expression for f± in terms of the potentials φ, ψ we invert the
operators (λ+D±), and to do this we must study the operators D±.
Lemma 3.1. The operators D± on L± satisfy the following:
(a) D± are skew-adjoint, and the resolvents (λ+D±)−1 are bounded linear operators
for Reλ 6= 0 with norm bounded by 1/|Reλ|.
(b) D± flip parity with respect to the variable v1; i.e., if h(x, v1, v2) ∈ D(D±) is an
even function of v1, then D±h is an odd function of v1 and vice versa.
(c) For real λ 6= 0 the resolvents of D± split as follows:
(λ+D±)−1 = λ(λ2 −D2±)−1 −D±(λ2 −D2±)−1,
where the first part is symmetric and preserves parity with respect to v1, and
the second part is skew-symmetric and inverts parity with respect to v1.
Proof. Skew-adjointness follows from integration by parts, noting that w± are in
the kernels of D±. (To be fully precise, only skew-symmetry follows. However, skew-
adjointness is a simple extension; see, e.g., [20] and in particular Exercise 28 therein.)
The existence of bounded resolvents follows. The statement regarding parity follows
directly from the formulas for D± term by term. Finally, for the last part we use
functional calculus formalism to compute
1
λ+D± =
λ−D±
λ2 −D2±
=
λ
λ2 −D2±
− D±
λ2 −D2±
.
As D± are skew-adjoint, D2± are self-adjoint, and hence the first term is self-adjoint
and the second skew-adjoint. For the parity properties we note that as D± flip parity,
D2± preserve parity and hence so do λ2 −D2± and their inverses.
1This formulation of the theorem appears in an erratum to the original result.
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Applying (λ+D±)−1 to (3.1) yields
(3.2) f± = ±µ±e φ± µ±p ψ ± λ(λ+D±)−1[µ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ)].
Furthermore, using Lemma 3.1, we split f± into even and odd functions of v1:
f±ev = ±µ±e φ± µ±p ψ ± µ±e λ2(λ2 −D2±)−1[−φ+ vˆ2ψ],
f±od = ∓µ±e λD±(λ2 −D2±)−1[−φ+ vˆ2ψ],
using the fact that φ, ψ, and µ are all even functions of v1. For brevity, we define
operators Qλ± : L± → L± as
Qλ± = λ2(λ2 −D2±)−1, λ > 0.
When λ → 0, their strong limits exist and are defined in Definition 1.4 (this conver-
gence is proved in Lemma 6.1).
Remark 3.1. Operators Qλ± also appeared in the prior works [2, 3, 12, 13]. In
each of these, Qλ± were defined as integrated averages over the characteristics of the
operators D±. In fact, as the Laplace transform of a semigroup is the resolvent of its
generator, we see that the operators Qλ± in these prior works have the rule
Qλ±h =
∫ 0
−∞
λeλsesD±h ds = λ
∫ ∞
0
e−λse−sD±h ds = λ(λ+D±)−1h.
Here we have defined the operators Qλ± directly from the resolvents of D±, as this
makes some of their properties clearer, although both approaches have advantages.
In particular we are able to split λ(D± + λ)−1 into symmetric and skew-symmetric
parts in Lemma 3.1, which simplifies some computations.
3.1.2. Reformulating Maxwell’s equations. Now we substitute the expres-
sions (3.2) into Maxwell’s equations (1.21). This will result in an equivalent system of
equations for φ and ψ. Due to the integration dv we notice that f±od and f
±
odvˆ2 both
integrate to zero, so that ρ and j2 depend only on f
±
ev.
Remark 3.2. It is important to note that due to the continuity equation it is
possible to express either (1.21a) or (1.21b) using the remaining two equations in
(1.21). See Lemma 5.4.
Gauss’ equation (1.21c). Gauss’ equation becomes
(3.3)
−∂2xφ =
∫
(f+ev − f−ev) dv
=
∫ ∑
±
(
µ±e φ+ µ
±
p ψ +Qλ±[µ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ)]
)
dv
=
∫ ∑
±
(µ±p + µ
±
e vˆ2)ψ dv +
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Qλ± − 1)[−φ+ vˆ2ψ] dv,
where we have pulled µ±e outside the application of Qλ± as they belong to ker(D±).
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Ampe`re’s equation (1.21b). Similarly, Ampe`re’s equation becomes
(3.4)
(−∂2x + λ2)ψ=
∫
vˆ2(f
+
ev − f−ev) dv
=
∫ ∑
±
vˆ2
(
µ±e φ+ µ
±
p ψ +Qλ±[µ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ)]
)
dv
=
∫ ∑
±
vˆ2(µ
±
p + µ
±
e vˆ2)ψ dv
+
∫ ∑
±
vˆ2µ
±
e (Qλ± − 1)[−φ+ vˆ2ψ] dv.
An equivalent formulation. We write the two new expressions (3.3) and (3.4)
abstractly in the compact form
(3.5) Mλ
[
ψ
φ
]
=
[−∂2xψ + λ2ψ − j2
∂2xφ+ ρ
]
=
[
0
0
]
,
where, for λ > 0,Mλ is a self-adjoint matrix of operators mapping L2(R)×L20(Ω)→
L2(R)× L20(Ω) (see Lemma 6.4). We claim that this operator may be written either
as
(3.6) Mλ =
[−∂2x + λ2 0
0 ∂2x
]
−J λ
or, equivalently, as
(3.7) Mλ =
[Aλ2 (Bλ)∗
Bλ −Aλ1
]
,
where the various operators appearing above are given by
J
λ
[
h
g
]
= −
(∑
±
∫
µ±
1 + v21
〈v〉3 dv
)[
h
0
]
+
∑
±
∫ [
vˆ2
−1
]
µ±e (Qλ± − 1)
([
vˆ2
−1
]
·
[
h
g
])
dv,
(3.8a)
Aλ1h = −∂2xh+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Qλ± − 1)h dv,(3.8b)
Aλ2h = −∂2xh+ λ2h−
(∑
±
∫
µ±p vˆ2 dv
)
h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆ2µ
±
e Qλ± [vˆ2h] dv,(3.8c)
Bλh =
(∫ ∑
±
µ±p dv
)
h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e Qλ± [vˆ2h] dv,(3.8d)
(Bλ)∗ h = (∫ ∑
±
µ±p dv
)
h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆ2Qλ±h dv.(3.8e)
Remark 3.3. Though λ > 0 in the foregoing discussion, all operators can be
defined for λ = 0, as we have already done for some (see (1.23)).
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The expression (3.7) is no more than a rewriting of (3.3) and (3.4). However, the
expression (3.6) requires some attention. In particular, to obtain it one has to use
(1.24) as well as the integration by parts∫
∂µ±
∂v2
vˆ2 dv = −
∫
µ±
∂vˆ2
∂v2
dv = −
∫
µ±
1 + v21
〈v〉3 dv.
The properties of the operators appearing in (3.8) are discussed in detail in Lem-
mas 6.2 and 6.3. Let us briefly summarize:
• Aλ1 : H2n,0(Ω) ⊂ L20(Ω) → L20(Ω) is self-adjoint and has a purely discrete
spectrum with finitely many negative eigenvalues.
• Aλ2 : H2(R) ⊂ L2(R) → L2(R) is self-adjoint and has essential spectrum in
[λ2,∞) and finitely many negative eigenvalues.
• Bλ : L2(R)→ L20(Ω) is a bounded operator, with bound independent of λ.
• J λ : L2(R)×L20(Ω)→ L2(R)×L20(Ω) is a bounded symmetric operator, with
bound independent of λ.
3.2. The cylindrically symmetric case. Our approach here is fully analogous
to that presented in subsection 3.1; hence we shall keep it brief, omitting repetitions
as much as possible. For convenience we denote analogous operators by the same
letter, but we shall add a tilde to any such operator in this section. Hence, e.g., the
operators analogous to D± shall be denoted D˜±.
3.2.1. Inverting the linearized Vlasov equation. Recall the linearized Vlasov
equation (1.29a):
(λ+ D˜±)f± = ±(λ+ D˜±)(µ±e ϕ+ rµ±p (A · eθ))± λµ±e (−ϕ+A · vˆ).
Inverting, we get the expression
(3.9) f± = ±µ±e ϕ± rµ±p (A · eθ)± µ±e λ(λ+ D˜±)−1(−ϕ+A · vˆ),
and, recalling that we care only about the quantity f+ − f−, we write it for future
reference as
(3.10) f+ − f− =
∑
±
µ±e ϕ+
∑
±
rµ±p (A · eθ) +
∑
±
µ±e λ(λ+ D˜±)−1(−ϕ+A · vˆ).
Lemma 3.2. The operators D˜± on N± satisfy the following:
(a) D˜± are skew-adjoint, and the resolvents (λ+D˜±)−1 are bounded linear operators
for Reλ 6= 0 with norm bounded by 1/|Reλ|.
(b) D˜± flip parity with respect to the pair of variables (vr, vz); i.e., if h ∈ D(D˜±)
is an even function of the pair (vr, vz), then D˜±h is an odd function of (vr, vz)
and vice versa (see Remark 3.4 below).
(c) For real λ 6= 0 the resolvents of D˜± split as follows:
(3.11) (λ+ D˜±)−1 = λ(λ2 − D˜2±)−1 − D˜±(λ2 − D˜2±)−1,
where the first part is symmetric and preserves parity with respect to (vr, vz) and
the second part is skew-symmetric and inverts parity with respect to (vr, vz).
We leave the proof, which is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.1, to the reader.
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Remark 3.4. For a function h expressed in cylindrical coordinates as h(x, vr, vz, vθ),
we say that h is an even function of the pair (vr, vz) if h(x, vr, vz, vθ) = h(x,−vr,
−vz, vθ), where we flip the sign of both variables simultaneously. Note that this is a
weaker property than both being an even function of vr and an even function of vz.
Odd functions of (vr, vz) are defined similarly.
As in the 1.5d case, we define averaging operators. However, in this case both
the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts are required. The operators Q˜λ±,sym and
Q˜λ±,skew map N± to N± and are defined by the rules
Q˜λ±,sym = λ2(λ2 − D˜2±)−1, λ > 0,
Q˜λ±,skew = −λD˜±(λ2 − D˜2±)−1, λ > 0.
Note that by (3.11) we have λ(λ+ D˜±)−1 = Q˜λ±,sym + Q˜λ±,skew.
3.2.2. Reformulating Maxwell’s equations. We now rewrite Maxwell’s equa-
tions (1.29b)–(1.29c) as an equivalent self-adjoint problem using the expression (3.10).
We start with (1.29b):
(3.12)
0 = λ2ϕ−∆ϕ−
∫
(f+ − f−) dv
= λ2ϕ−∆ϕ−
∫ ∑
±
(
µ±e ϕ+ rµ
±
p (A · eθ) + µ±e λ(λ+ D˜±)−1(−ϕ+A · vˆ)
)
dv,
where ϕ ∈ Hϕ. Next, the system of equations (1.29c) becomes
(3.13)
0 = λ2A−∆A−
∫
(f+ − f−)vˆ dv
= λ2A−∆A−
∫ ∑
±
(
µ±e ϕ+ rµ
±
p (A · eθ) + µ±e λ(λ+ D˜±)−1(−ϕ+A · vˆ)
)
vˆ dv,
where A = (Aθ,Arz) ∈ L2θ(R3;R3) × L2rz(R3;R3). As in (3.5), we shall write these
equations as a single system of the form
(3.14) M˜
λ
Aθϕ
Arz
 =
00
0
 ,
which is a self-adjoint operator in L2θ(R
3;R3)×L2cyl(R3)×L2rz(R3;R3); see Lemma 6.8.
In analogy with (3.7), we define
(3.15) M˜
λ
=
A˜λ2 (B˜λ1 )∗ (B˜λ2 )∗B˜λ1 −A˜λ1 −(B˜λ3 )∗
B˜λ2 −B˜λ3 −A˜λ3
 .
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With vˆ = (vˆr, vˆθ, vˆz), we recall the notation vˆθ = vˆθeθ and vˆrz = vˆrer + vˆzez
introduced before. Then the components of M˜
λ
are now given by
A˜λ1h =−∆h+ λ2h+
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Q˜λ±,sym − 1)h dv,(3.16a)
A˜λ2h = −∆h+ λ2h−
(
r
∫ ∑
±
µ±p vˆθ dv
)
h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆθµ
±
e Q˜λ±,sym[h · vˆθ] dv,(3.16b)
A˜λ3h = −∆h+ λ2h−
∫ ∑
±
vˆrzµ
±
e Q˜λ±,sym[h · vˆrz] dv,(3.16c)
B˜λ1h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Q˜λ±,sym − 1)[h · vˆθ] dv,(3.16d)
(B˜λ1 )∗h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆθ(Q˜λ±,sym − 1)h dv,(3.16e)
B˜λ2h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆrzQ˜λ±,skew[h · vˆθ] dv,(3.16f)
(B˜λ2 )∗h = −
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆθQ˜λ±,skew [vˆrz · h] dv,(3.16g)
B˜λ3h =
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆrzQ˜λ±,skew h dv,(3.16h)
(B˜λ3 )∗h = −
∫ ∑
±
µ±e vˆrzQ˜λ±,skew [h · vˆrz] dv.(3.16i)
These are derived from (3.12) and (3.13), where some terms vanish due to parity in
(vr, vz) (see Lemma 3.2(c)). In particular, in every occurrence of λ(λ + D˜±)−1 =
Q˜λ±,sym + Q˜λ±,skew, exactly one of these operators vanishes after integration dv. In
addition, we have made use of (1.34). We further define an operator J˜
λ
as
J˜
λ
=
λ2 −∆ 0 00 −λ2 +∆ 0
0 0 −λ2 +∆
− M˜λ.
Let us briefly discuss these operators in further detail (their precise properties are
treated in subsection 6.2):
• The operators
A˜λ1 : H2cyl(R3) ⊂ L2cyl(R3)→ L2cyl(R3),
A˜λ2 : H2θ (R3;R3) ⊂ L2θ(R3;R3)→ L2θ(R3;R3),
A˜λ3 : H2rz(R3;R3) ⊂ L2rz(R3;R3)→ L2rz(R3;R3)
are self-adjoint, and have essential spectrum in [λ2,∞) and a finite number
of eigenvalues in (−∞, λ2).
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• The operators
B˜λ1 : L2θ(R3;R3)→ L2cyl(R3),
B˜λ2 : L2θ(R3;R3)→ L2rz(R3;R3),
B˜λ3 : L2cyl(R3)→ L2rz(R3;R3)
are bounded, with bound independent of λ.
• J˜ λ : L2θ(R3;R3)×L2cyl(R3)×L2rz(R3;R3)→ L2θ(R3;R3)×L2cyl(R3)×L2rz(R3;R3)
is a bounded symmetric operator with bound independent of λ.
4. Solving the equivalent problem. The problem is now reduced to finding
some λ ∈ (0,∞) for which the operators Mλ (in the 1.5d case) and M˜λ (in the
cylindrically symmetric case) have nontrivial kernels (not the same λ in both cases,
of course). Our method is to compare their spectrum for λ = 0 and λ very large and
use spectral continuity arguments to deduce that as λ varies, an eigenvalue must cross
through 0. (Both operators are self-adjoint (see Lemmas 6.4 and 6.8 below); hence
the spectrum lies on the real axis.)
4.1. The 1.5d case.
4.1.1. Continuity of the spectrum at λ = 0. Recall the condition (1.9)
which we require for instability:
(4.1) neg(A02 + (B0)∗(A01)−1B0) > neg(A01).
We wish to move this condition to values of λ greater than 0, as follows.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that (4.1) holds and that zero is in the resolvent set of A01.
Then there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for all λ ∈ [0, λ∗]
neg(Aλ2 + (Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ) > neg(Aλ1 ).
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the following three steps:
Step 1. Aλ1 is invertible for small λ ≥ 0. We know from Lemma 6.3 (below) that
Aλ1 is continuous in the norm resolvent sense and has discrete spectrum. The norm
resolvent continuity implies that its spectrum varies continuously in λ, so as 0 is not in
its spectrum at λ = 0, there exists λ∗ such that 0 is not in the spectrum for 0 ≤ λ ≤ λ∗.
Hence for all such λ, Aλ1 is invertible and the operator Aλ2 + (Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ is well
defined.
Step 2. neg(Aλ1 ) = neg(A01) for all λ ∈ [0, λ∗]. The spectrum of Aλ1 is purely
discrete, and 0 is in its resolvent set. This means that none of its eigenvalues can
cross 0 for small values of λ.
Step 3. neg(Aλ2 +(Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ) ≥ neg(A02+(B0)∗(A01)−1B0) for all λ ∈ [0, λ∗].
Observe that
• [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ Aλ2 + (Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ is norm resolvent continuous,
• Aλ2 + (Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ has essential spectrum in [λ2,∞),
• Aλ2 + (Bλ)∗(Aλ1 )−1Bλ has finitely many negative eigenvalues.
These statements follow from arguments similar to those appearing in the proof of
Lemma 6.3(a)–(c), the last by the boundedness of the perturbation and the location
of the essential spectrum (see Lemma 2.2). Since 0 is not in the resolvent set at
λ = 0 we pick σ < 0 larger than all the (finitely many) negative eigenvalues of
A02 + (B0)∗(A01)−1B0. The continuous dependence of the spectrum (as a set) on the
parameter λ implies that for small values of λ no eigenvalues cross σ and the number
of negative eigenvalues can grow only as λ increases.
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4.1.2. Truncation. We follow the plan hinted at in subsection 2.2: first we
discretize the spectrum, and then we truncate. The only continuous part in the
spectrum of Mλ is due to Aλ2 ; hence we let W (x) be a smooth positive potential
function satisfyingW (x)→∞ as x→ ±∞, which we shall add to Aλ2 . It is well known
that the Schro¨dinger operator −∂2x +W on L2(R) is self-adjoint (on an appropriate
domain therein) with compact resolvent (and therefore discrete spectrum). Moreover,
C∞0 (R) is a core for both ∂
2
x+W and ∂
2
x. Thus our approximating operator family is
{Mλε}λ∈[λ∗,∞),ε∈[0,∞), where
M
λ
ε =
[Aλ2,ε (Bλ)∗
Bλ −Aλ1
]
=
[−∂2x + εW 0
0 ∂2x
]
+
[
λ2 0
0 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aλε
−J λ
defined on L2(R) × L20(Ω) and where λ∗ is as given in Lemma 4.1. For ε > 0 this
operator has discrete spectrum. As indicated in the statement of Theorem 2.1 and
the preceding definitions, we define truncated versions using the eigenspaces of the
operator Aλε . As this operator is diagonal, we can choose the eigenvectors to lie in
exactly one of L2(R) or L20(Ω). We denote the nth truncation, a projection onto an
eigenspace of dimension 2n consisting of n eigenvectors in each of L2(R) and L20(Ω),
as Mλε,n, which is self-adjoint and defined for ε > 0, λ ≥ 0, n ∈ N. Moreover, the
mapping λ 7→ sp(Mλε,n) is continuous (that is, the set of eigenvalues varies continu-
ously). In particular, if there are λ∗ < λ
∗ for which neg(Mλ∗ε,n) 6= neg(Mλ
∗
ε,n), then
there must exist λε,n ∈ (λ∗, λ∗) for which 0 ∈ sp(Mλε,n). We have therefore just
proved the following result.
Lemma 4.2. Fix ε > 0, n ∈ N. Suppose that there exist 0 < λ∗ < λ∗ < ∞ such
that neg(Mλ∗ε,n) 6= neg(Mλ
∗
ε,n). Then there is a λε,n ∈ (λ∗, λ∗) for which ker(Mλε,n)
is nontrivial.
The next step is thus to establish estimates on neg(Mλε,n).
4.1.3. The spectrum for large λ. We begin by looking at neg(Mλε,n) when λ
is large. This turns out to be relatively simple due to the block form of the untruncated
operator.
Lemma 4.3. There is λ∗ > 0 such that for all λ ≥ λ∗, ε > 0, and n ∈ N the
truncated operator Mλε,n has spectrum composed of exactly n positive and n negative
eigenvalues. In particular, neg(Mλε,n) = n.
Proof. Take u = (u1, 0) ∈ L2(R)×L20(Ω) with u1 ∈ D(Aλ2,ε), ‖u‖L2(R)×L2(Ω) = 1,
and u in the 2n-dimensional subspace associated with the truncation. Then,〈
M
λ
ε,nu,u
〉
L2(R)×L20(Ω)
=
〈Aλ1,ε,nu1, u1〉L2(R) = 〈Aλ1,εu1, u1〉L2(R)
=
〈Aλ1u1, u1〉L2(R) + ε ∥∥∥√Wu1∥∥∥2L2(R) .
As the second term is nonnegative, we may apply Lemma 6.3(d) to see that, for all
large enough λ (independently of n and ε),Mλε,n is positive definite on a subspace of
dimension n, and so it has n positive eigenvalues. Performing the same computation
on u = (0, u2) in the subspace associated with the truncation and with u2 ∈ D(Aλ1,ε),
we obtain that, for large enough λ,Mλε,n is negative definite on a subspace of dimen-
sion n. AsMλε,n has exactly 2n eigenvalues, the proof is complete.
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4.1.4. The spectrum for small λ. We now consider sp(Mλ∗ε,n). We recall the
result on spectra of real block matrix operators in [3].
Lemma 4.4. Let M be the real symmetric block matrix
M =
[
A2 B
T
B −A1
]
with A1 invertible. ThenM has the same number of negative eigenvalues as the matrix
N =
[
A2 +B
TA−11 B 0
0 −A1
]
.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that (4.1) holds and that zero is in the resolvent set of A01.
Then there exist λ∗, ε∗ > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗) there is N > 0 such that for
all n > N the operator Mλ∗ε,n satisfies
neg(Mλ∗ε,n) ≥ neg(A02 + (B0)∗(A01)−1B0) + n− neg(A01).
Proof. The value of λ∗ is that given in Lemma 4.1 and satisfies that for all
λ ∈ [0, λ∗] the kernel of Aλ1 is trivial. Since eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) are
stable under strong resolvent perturbations (see [10, Chapter VIII, section 3.5, The-
orem 3.15]), there exists ε∗ > 0 such that neg(A02,ε + (B0)∗(A01)−1B0) ≥ neg(A02 +
(B0)∗(A01)−1B0) for all ε ∈ [0, ε∗]. The result then follows from Lemma 4.4, since
neg(Mλ∗ε,n) = neg(Aλ∗2,ε + (Bλ∗)∗(Aλ∗1 )−1Bλ∗) + n− neg(Aλ∗1 ).
4.2. The cylindrically symmetric case. For brevity we write
M˜
λ
=
[
A˜λ2 (B˜
λ
4 )
∗
B˜
λ
4 −A˜
λ
4
]
,
where
A˜
λ
4 =
[
A˜λ1 (B˜λ3 )∗
B˜λ3 A˜λ3
]
and B˜
λ
4 =
[
B˜λ1
B˜λ2
]
.
4.2.1. Continuity of the spectrum at λ = 0.
Lemma 4.6. Assume that (1.10) holds, that A˜03 does not have 0 as an L6-eigenvalue
(see Definition 1.3), and that A˜01 does not have 0 as an eigenvalue. Then there exists
λ∗ > 0 such that for λ ∈ [0, λ∗],
neg(A˜λ2 + (B˜
λ
4 )
∗(A˜
λ
4 )
−1B˜
λ
4 ) > neg(A˜
λ
4 ).
Proof. We first note that, as the mean perturbed charge is zero (because
∫
ρ dx
is an invariant of the linearized system), it follows from direct computation on the
Green’s function of the Laplacian that any L6-eigenfunction of A˜01 will also be square
integrable and so be a proper eigenfunction. Indeed, for any L6 eigenfunction u of A˜01,
we may define ρ by ρ = −∆u, which satisfies ∫ ρ dx = 0 and has compact support.
Then, for x outside the support of ρ, we have
u(x) =
1
4π
∫
ρ(y)
|x− y| dy
=
1
4π|x|
∫
ρ(y) dy +
1
4π|x|2
∫
ρ(y)
|x|(|x| − |x− y|)
|x− y| dy.
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The first term vanishes, and using the compact support of ρ, it is easily seen that the
second integral is bounded independently of x. Hence u(x) decays like C|x|−2 for
large |x|, and square integrability follows.
Note also that B˜03 = 0. Thus A˜
0
4 having an L
6-eigenfunction of 0 contradicts our
assumptions, a fact that we will use later.
We model the proof on that of Lemma 4.1, splitting it into four steps.
Step 1. A˜
λ
4 is invertible for small λ ≥ 0 when restricted to functions supported in
Ω. Let P ∈ B(L2cyl(R3)× L2rz(R3;R3)) be multiplication by the indicator function of
Ω. We claim that for all small enough λ > 0, P(A˜
λ
4 )
−1P is a well-defined bounded
operator that is strongly continuous in λ > 0 and has a strong limit as λ → 0. To
prove this, we argue that if this were not the case, then 0 would be an L6-eigenvalue
of A˜
0
4, a contradiction.
As L2cyl(R
3) × L2rz(R3;R3) is a closed subspace of L2(R3;R4), we may work in
the larger space to ease notation. To this end, let ‖·‖ and 〈·, ·〉 denote the L2(R3;R4)
norm and inner product. We can express A˜
λ
4 in the form
A˜
λ
4u = −∆u+ λ2u+Kλu,
where Kλ is uniformly bounded, strongly continuous in λ ≥ 0, and Kλ = PKλP .
Step 1.1. A˜
λ
4 is bounded from below when restricted to functions supported in Ω.
First we claim that there exist constants λ′ > 0 and C > 0 such that we have the
uniform lower bound
(4.2)
∥∥∥✶ΩA˜λ4uλ∥∥∥ ≥ C ∥∥✶Ωuλ∥∥ ∀λ ∈ (0, λ′],
where the constant C does not depend on λ or on uλ and where uλ satisfies A˜
λ
4u
λ = 0
outside Ω. Indeed, if not, there would be sequences λn → 0 and {un}∞n=1 with
‖✶Ωun‖L2 = 1 that satisfy
(4.3) A˜
λn
4 un = −∆un + λ2nun +Kλnun = fn → 0
as n→∞, with fn supported in Ω. Hence,
(4.4) ‖∇un‖2 + λ2n ‖un‖2 +
〈
K
λnun,un
〉
= 〈fn,un〉 → 0
so that ‖∇un‖2 is uniformly bounded for large enough n. Therefore, there exists
a subsequence (we abuse notation and keep the same sequence) such that ∇un ⇀
v weakly in L2(R3;R4) for some v ∈ L2(R3;R4). By the standard Sobolev inequality
‖ϕ‖L6(R3) ≤ C ‖∇ϕ‖L2(R3) we have a uniform bound on ‖un‖L6(R3;R4). Therefore,
passing again to a subsequence if necessary, un ⇀ u weakly in L
6(R3;R4) for some
u ∈ L6(R3;R4). Furthermore, by Rellich’s theorem we have the strong convergence
un → u in L2loc(R3;R4). This implies that necessarily v = ∇u. In particular we
deduce that ‖✶Ωu‖ = 1 so u 6= 0. Passing to the limit in (4.3), u satisfies
−∆u+K0u = 0
in the sense of distributions, and by elliptic regularity u ∈ H2loc(R3;R4). In fact u
is an L6-eigenfunction of A˜
0
4 with eigenvalue 0, which contradicts our assumptions.
This proves the claim.
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Step 1.2. A˜
λ
4 is invertible for all small enough λ > 0. For any λ > 0, 0 does not
lie in the essential spectrum of A˜
λ
4 , so it is either an eigenvalue or in the resolvent set.
Let λ > 0 be small enough so that (4.2) holds; then any eigenfunction u of 0 satisfies
all the assumptions of the claim above, and hence ‖✶Ωu‖ ≤ C−1‖✶ΩA˜
λ
4u‖ = 0 so that
u = 0 inside Ω. Clearly this implies that u = 0 in R3, which is a contradiction. In
the same way we deduce a uniform bound C from below for the operator P(A˜
λ
4 )
−1P
for such small λ > 0.
Step 1.3. P(A˜
0
4)
−1P is well defined and bounded. Finally, we give a meaning to
P(A˜
0
4)
−1P (which is required as A˜
0
4 is not invertible on the whole space). We define
it to be the strong operator limit of P(A˜
λ
4 )
−1P as λ→ 0. Indeed, suppose that f is
fixed with support in Ω and λn → 0. Then we wish to compute the limit of Pun for
un = (A˜
λn
4 )
−1Pf as n→∞ and show that it is independent of the sequence λn → 0.
Indeed, un will satisfy
A˜
λn
4 un = λ
2
nun −∆un +Kλnun = f .
By the same argument as before, we can extract a subsequence and limit u ∈
L6(R3;R4) with convergences as in Step 1.1. In particular, Pun → Pu. We claim
that the limit u is independent of the limiting sequence λn → 0. Indeed, if two differ-
ent limits u and v existed, then their difference w = u− v ∈ L6(R3;R4) would solve
A˜
0
4w = 0, i.e., would be an L
6-eigenfunction with eigenvalue 0, which we assumed
impossible.
Finally, the uniform bound (4.2) implies that the approximations P(A˜
λ
4 )
−1P
are uniformly bounded in operator norm for all sufficiently small positive λ. The
convergence, for all u ∈ L2(R3;R4), P(A˜λ4 )−1Pu→ P(A˜
0
4)
−1Pu as λ→ 0, implies
that the limiting operator has the same bound in operator norm.
Step 2. neg(A˜
λ
4 ) = neg(A˜
0
4) for all λ ∈ [0, λ∗]. A˜
λ
4 is norm resolvent continuous
in λ ≥ 0, so the only way the number of negative eigenvalues could change is for an
eigenvalue to be absorbed into the essential spectrum at 0 as λ → 0. Assume this
happens; then we have a sequence λn → 0, a sequence of negative eigenvalues σn → 0,
and eigenfunctions un which satisfy
−∆un + λ2nun +Kλnun = σnun.
By the same argument as in the previous steps, we may take subsequences and obtain
a contradiction.
Step 3. neg(A˜λ2+(B˜
λ
4 )
∗(A˜
λ
4 )
−1B˜
λ
4 ) ≥ neg(A˜02+(B˜
0
4)
∗(A˜
0
4)
−1B˜
0
4) for all λ ∈ [0, λ∗].
This may be proved in the same way as Step 3 of Lemma 4.1.
Step 4. neg(A˜02 + (B˜
0
4)
∗(A˜
0
4)
−1B˜
0
4) > neg(A˜
0
4). As B˜02 = 0 and B˜03 = 0 we have
neg(A˜02 + (B˜
0
4)
∗(A˜
0
4)
−1B˜
0
4)
= neg(A˜02 + (B˜01)∗(A˜01)−1B˜01) > neg(A˜01) + neg(A˜03) = neg(A˜
0
4),
where the inequality is obtained from the assumption of the lemma.
4.2.2. Finding a nontrivial kernel. The next few steps of the proof follow
those of the 1.5d case; hence we provide only a short overview.
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Truncation. As the domain is unbounded, each Laplacian appearing in the prob-
lem contributes an essential spectrum on [0,∞). We therefore introduce a smooth
positive potential function W : R3 → R satisfying W (x)→∞ as |x| → ∞ and denote
byW⊗n the n-dimensional vector-valued function with n copies ofW . Then we define
M˜
λ
ε =
[
A˜λ2,ε (B˜
λ
4 )
∗
B˜
λ
4 −A˜
λ
4,ε
]
=
[−∆+ εW⊗3 0
0 ∆− εW⊗4
]
+
[
λ2 0
0 −λ2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A˜
λ
ε
−J˜ λ.
As above, we can naturally define finite dimensional operators M˜
λ
ε,n, for which we
can easily prove the next result.
Lemma 4.7. Fix ε > 0, n ∈ N. Suppose that there exist 0 < λ∗ < λ∗ < ∞ such
that neg(M˜
λ∗
ε,n) 6= neg(M˜
λ∗
ε,n). Then there exists λε,n ∈ (λ∗, λ∗) for which ker(M˜
λ
ε,n)
is nontrivial.
The spectrum for large λ. This is again similar to the 1.5d case, in particular due
to the appearance of the λ2 terms. We have the following result.
Lemma 4.8. There is a number λ∗ > 0 such that for all λ ≥ λ∗, ε > 0, and
n ∈ N the truncated operator M˜λε,n has spectrum composed of exactly n positive and
n negative eigenvalues. In particular, neg(M˜
λ
ε,n) = n.
The spectrum for small λ. Again this is similar to the 1.5d case.
Lemma 4.9. Assume that (1.10) holds and that zero is neither an eigenvalue of
A˜01 nor an L6-eigenvalue of A˜03. Then there exist λ∗, ε∗ > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗)
there is N > 0 such that for all n > N the operator M˜
λ∗
ε,n satisfies
(4.5) neg(M˜
λ∗
ε,n) ≥ neg
(
A˜02 +
(
B˜01
)∗ (
A˜01
)−1
B˜01
)
+ n− neg
(
A˜01
)
− neg
(
A˜03
)
.
5. Proofs of the main theorems. In this section we complete the proofs of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In both settings—the 1.5d and the cylindrically symmetric—
we first show that the results of section 4 imply that there exists some λ > 0 such that
the equivalent problems (3.5) and (3.14) have a nontrivial solution (the λ need not
be the same in both cases, of course). Then we show that these nontrivial solutions
lead to genuine nontrivial solutions of the linearized RVM in either case.
5.1. The 1.5d case.
5.1.1. Existence of a nontrivial kernel of the equivalent problem. By
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 we have 0 < λ∗ < λ
∗ < ∞ and ε∗ > 0 such that for any ε < ε∗
there is an Nε such that for n > Nε we have
neg(Mλ∗ε,n) ≥ neg(A02 + (B0)∗(A01)−1B0) + n− neg(A01)
> n = neg(Mλ
∗
ε,n),
where the strict inequality is due to the assumption (1.9). Fix ε ∈ (0, ε∗). By
Lemma 4.2 for each n > Nε there exists λε,n ∈ (λ∗, λ∗) such that 0 ∈ sp(Mλε,nε,n ). By
compactness of the interval [λ∗, λ
∗] we may pass to a subsequence where λε,nk → λε
as k →∞ for some λε ∈ [λ∗, λ∗]. By Theorem 2.1 we have µ˜ηλε,nk ,ε,nk ⇀ µ
η
λε,ε
as k →
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∞, where µ˜ηλε,nk ,ε,nk is the measure generated by the spectra of the approximations
M
λε,nk
ε,nk and where µ
η
λε,ε
is the measure generated by the spectra ofMλεε . In order to
avoid the continuous spectrum tending to +∞ and the discrete spectrum tending to
−∞, the cutoff function φη must be chosen so that its support lies within [−K2 , λ
2
∗
2 ],
where K > 0 is the spectral gap of the Neumann Laplacian ∂2x on L
2
0(Ω). Since 0 lies
in the support of all µ˜ηλε,nk ,ε,nk
it must also lie in the support of µηλε,ε. Furthermore,
since φη(0) = 1 we have that 0 ∈ sp(Mλεε ). We now repeat this argument to send
ε ↓ 0, obtaining λ ∈ [λ∗, λ∗] with 0 ∈ sp(Mλ). Finally, the discreteness of the
spectrum ofMλ in (−∞, λ2) (see Lemma 6.4) ensures that 0 is an eigenvalue ofMλ;
i.e.,Mλ has a nontrivial kernel.
5.1.2. Existence of a growing mode. Now that we know that there exist
some λ ∈ (0,∞) and some u = [ψ φ]T ∈ H2(R)×H20,n(Ω) that solve (3.5), we show
that a genuine growing mode as defined in (1.8) really exists. To this end, we use φ,
ψ, and λ to define
E1 = −∂xφ, E2 = −λψ, B = ∂xψ
(which lie in H1(Ω), H2(R), and H1(R), respectively) and to define f±(x, v) as in
(3.2):
f± = ±µ±e φ± µ±p ψ ± λ(λ+D±)−1[µ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ)].
Observe that f± are both in L2(R × R2) since µ±e and µ±p are continuous functions
that are compactly supported in the spatial variable which satisfy the integrability
condition (1.6). In fact, f± are in the domains of D±, respectively, since e± and p±
are constant along trajectories and φ and ψ are twice differentiable.
Lemma 5.1. The functions f± solve the linearized Vlasov equations (3.1).
Proof. This is almost a tautology: applying the operators λ+D± to the expres-
sions for f±, respectively, one is left precisely with the expressions (3.1).
Lemma 5.2. The functions f± belong to L1(R× R2).
Proof. Dropping the ± for brevity, the first term making up f is estimated as
follows:
‖µeφ‖L1(R3) . ‖µe‖L2(R3)‖φ‖L2(R) . ‖µe‖1/2L∞(R3)‖µe‖
1/2
L1(R3)‖φ‖L2(R) <∞.
The other terms are estimated similarly. (For the terms involving the averaging
operator this may be seen by writing the ergodic average explicitly (see Remark 3.1)
or by using boundedness of the averaging operator on L±.) This implies that f
± ∈
L1(R× R2).
We now define the charge and current densities ρ and ji by
ρ =
∫
(f+ − f−) dv, ji =
∫
vˆi(f
+ − f−) dv, i = 1, 2.
Integrating f± in the momentum variable v alone, we obtain that ρ ∈ L1(R) as well
as ji ∈ L1(R) since |vˆi| ≤ 1. In particular ρ, ji are distributions on R.
Lemma 5.3. The continuity equation λρ + ∂xj1 = 0 holds in the sense of distri-
butions.
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Proof. This follows from integrating the linearized Vlasov equations in the mo-
mentum variable. Indeed, we informally have∫
(λ+D±)f± dv = ±
∫ [
(λ+D±)(µ±e φ+ µ±p ψ) + λµ±e (−φ+ vˆ2ψ)
]
dv
= ±
∫
λψ
(
µ±p + µ
±
e vˆ2
)
dv ±
∫
D±
(
µ±e φ+ µ
±
p ψ
)
dv = 0,
where the first term on the right-hand side vanishes due to the identity (1.24) and
the second term vanishes since µ± are even in vˆ1, whereas D± = vˆ1∂x when applied
to functions of x alone (recall that µ± are constant along trajectories of D±, as are
µ±e and µ
±
p ). We obtain the continuity equation by subtracting the “−” expression
above from the “+” expression. Owing to the low regularity of f±, ρ, and j1, this is
true in a weak sense.
Lemma 5.4. Maxwell’s equations (1.21) hold.
Proof. Equations (1.21b) and (1.21c) hold due to (3.5) and the definitions of the
operators (3.8). Indeed, from the second line of (3.5), we have
0 =
(∫ ∑
±
µ±p dv
)
ψ +
∫ ∑
±
µ±e Qλ± [vˆ2ψ] dv + ∂2xφ−
∫ ∑
±
µ±e (Qλ± − 1)φdv
= ∂2xφ+
∫ ∑
±
(
µ±p ψ + µ
±
e Qλ± [vˆ2ψ]− µ±e (Qλ± − 1)φ
)
dv
(3.2)
= ∂2xφ+
∫
(f+ − f−) dv,
which is (1.21c). Similarly, (1.21b) is obtained from the first line of (3.5).
We therefore just need to show that (1.21a) holds. However, this is a simple
consequence of (1.21c) and the continuity equation. Indeed, we may first write
−λ∂xE1 = λ∂2xφ
(1.21c)
= −λρ cont. eq.= ∂xj1,
which is the derivative of (1.21a). Next, as φ ∈ H2n,0(Ω), its derivative E1 vanishes
on ∂Ω, and j1 also vanishes there due to the compact support of the equilibrium in
Ω. Thus, −λE1 and j1 have the same derivative inside Ω and the same values on ∂Ω,
which means they must be equal.
Lemma 5.5. The charge and current densities ρ, j1, and j2 are elements in
L1(R) ∩ L2(R).
Proof. This follows from Maxwell’s equations and the regularity of ψ and φ, which
are in H2(R) and H20,n(Ω), respectively.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
5.2. The cylindrically symmetric case.
5.2.1. Existence of a nontrivial kernel of the equivalent problem. The
proof of the existence of a nontrivial kernel in the cylindrically symmetric case is in
complete analogy to that in the 1.5d case presented in subsection 5.1.1 and is therefore
omitted.
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5.2.2. Existence of a growing mode. Let λ > 0 and u =
[
Aθ ϕ Arz
]T ∈
H2θ (R
3;R3)×H2cyl(R3)×H2rz(R3;R3) be such that (3.14) is satisfied, i.e., M˜
λ
u = 0.
Let H2cyl(R
3;R3) ∋ A = Aθ +Arz as in (1.32), and define
E = −∇ϕ, B = ∇×A
(which each lie in H1cyl(R
3;R3) ⊆ H1(R3;R3)). Furthermore, define
f± = ±µ±e ϕ± rµ±p (A · eθ)± µ±e λ(λ+ D˜±)−1(−ϕ+A · vˆ).
As in the 1.5d case we begin by establishing that f± are integrable and satisfy
the linearized Vlasov and continuity equations. The proof of this result is analogous
to the corresponding results in the 1.5d case, so it is omitted.
Lemma 5.6. The functions f± solve the linearized Vlasov equations (1.29a) in
the sense of distributions and belong to L1(R3 × R3). Furthermore, the charge and
current densities ρ and j, defined by
ρ =
∫
(f+ − f−) dv, j =
∫
vˆ(f+ − f−) dv,
belong to L1(R3) and L1(R3;R3), respectively, and satisfy the continuity equation
λρ+∇ · j = 0 in the sense of distributions.
Next we recover Maxwell’s equations from (3.14) and the continuity equation.
Lemma 5.7. Both the Lorenz gauge condition λϕ + ∇ · A = 0 (see (1.31)) and
Maxwell’s equations (1.25) are satisfied.
Proof. In the same way as the 1.5d case, (1.25a) is obtained from the second line
of (3.14). Similarly, (1.25b) is obtained from the first and third lines of (3.14).
It remains to show that the Lorenz gauge condition holds. Using (1.25a) and
(1.25b) in the continuity equation, we have, in the sense of distributions,
0 = λ(−∆+ λ2)ϕ+∇ · [(−∆+ λ2)A]
= (−∆+ λ2)[λϕ+∇ ·A].
As −∆+ λ2 is invertible, this implies that λϕ+∇ ·A = 0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
6. Properties of the operators. Here we gather all important properties of
the operators defined in section 3, as well as the operators defined in (1.23) and (1.33).
6.1. The 1.5d case. As the only dependence on λ is through the operators Qλ±,
we start with them, as follows.
Lemma 6.1. In the respective spaces L±, Qλ± satisfy the following:
(a)
∥∥Qλ±∥∥B(L±) = 1.
(b) Qλ± can be extended from λ > 0 to Reλ > 0 as holomorphic operator-valued
functions. In particular, they are continuous for λ > 0 in operator norm topol-
ogy.
(c) As R ∋ λ→∞, Qλ± s−→ 1, and for u ∈ D(D±),
∥∥(Qλ± − 1)u∥∥L± ≤ ‖D±u‖L± /λ.
(d) As λ → 0, Qλ± converge strongly to the projection operators Q0± defined in
Definition 1.4.
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(e) For any λ ≥ 0, Qλ± are symmetric.
Proof. ‖Qλ±‖B(L±) ≤ 1 follows from ‖(D± + λ)−1‖B(L±) ≤ 1|λ| as iD± is self-
adjoint and the nearest point of the spectrum of D± is 0. That ‖Qλ±‖B(L±) = 1 is
proved by observing that Qλ±1 = 1. Part (b) follows from the analyticity of resolvents
as functions of λ. For (c) we compute, using functional calculus for u ∈ D(D±),
∥∥Qλ±u− u∥∥L± =
∥∥∥∥( λ2λ2 −D2± − 1
)
u
∥∥∥∥
L±
=
∥∥∥∥ D2±λ2 −D2±u
∥∥∥∥
L±
≤
∥∥∥∥ D±λ+D±
∥∥∥∥
B(L±)
∥∥∥∥ 1λ−D±
∥∥∥∥
B(L±)
‖D±u‖L±
≤ 1 · 1
λ
· ‖D±u‖L± → 0 as λ→∞
and deduce the strong convergence Qλ± s−→ 1 by the density of D(D±) in L±.
For (d) we introduce the spectral measure (resolution of the identity) of the self-
adjoint operator−iD±, which we denote byM±(α), where α ∈ R. The projection onto
ker(D±) is then Q0± = M±({0}) =
∫
R
χ(α) dM±(α), where χ(0) = 1 and χ(α) = 0
when α 6= 0. Recall that λ(λ+D±)−1 =
∫
R
λ
λ+iα dM±(α). We compute for u ∈ L±
∥∥λ(λ+D±)−1u−M±({0})u∥∥2L± =
∥∥∥∥∫
R
(
λ
λ+ iα
− χ(α)
)
dM±(α)u
∥∥∥∥2
L±
=
∫
R
∣∣∣∣ λλ+ iα − χ(α)
∣∣∣∣2 d ‖M±(α)u‖2L± ,
the last equality being due to the orthogonality of spectral projections. This now
tends to 0 as λ → 0 by the dominated convergence theorem. Replacing D± with
−D±, which has the same kernel, we deduce that λ(λ − D±)−1 s−→ Q0±. Finally, we
have Qλ± = λ(λ − D±)−1λ(λ + D±)−1 s−→ (Q0±)2 = Q0± by the composition of strong
operator convergence. To show (e) for λ > 0 we simply note that D2± are self-adjoint,
and extend to λ = 0 by the strong operator convergence.
These results carry through to the other operators.
Lemma 6.2. The operators J λ and Bλ have the following properties:
(a) For all λ ∈ [0,∞), Bλ maps L2(R) into L20(Ω) and J λ maps L2(R)×L20(Ω)→
L2(R)× L20(Ω).
(b) The families {J λ}λ∈[0,∞) and {Bλ}λ∈[0,∞) are both uniformly bounded in the
operator norm.
(c) Both (0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ J λ and (0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ Bλ are continuous in the operator
norm topology.
(d) As λ→ 0, J λ → J 0 and Bλ → B0 in the strong operator topology.
(e) For any λ ≥ 0 the operator J λ is symmetric.
(f) Let P be the multiplication operator acting in L2(R)× L20(Ω) defined by
P =
[
✶Ω 0
0 ✶Ω
]
,
where ✶Ω is the indicator function of the set Ω. Then J
λ = J λP.
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Proof. Part (a) is easily verifiable. We note that due to the relation
Bλ = − [0 1]J λ [1
0
]
it is sufficient to prove the results for J λ. We observe that due to the decay assump-
tions (1.6) on µ±, the moment
−
∑
±
∫
µ±
1 + v21
〈v〉3 dv
is bounded in L∞(R) and is real-valued, so it is a bounded symmetric multiplication
operator from L2(R) to L2(R). Next we decompose the second part of J λ as
(6.1)
∑
±
∫
µ±e T±(Qλ± − 1)T ∗±
[
ψ
φ
]
dv,
where T± : L±×L± → L± is multiplication by the vector
[
vˆ2 −1
]
, and we have used
the natural (and bounded) inclusions from L2(R) and L20(Ω) into L±. Clearly T± are
bounded, and we know that Qλ± have bound 1 by Lemma 6.1. Finally, we note that
due to the decay assumptions on µ±e and its compact support in x, multiplication by
µ±e followed by integration dv is bounded from L± to L
2(R) and L2(Ω). Therefore
J
λ has a uniform bound in operator norm. Parts (c) and (d) then follow from the
corresponding results for Qλ± in Lemma 6.1 using (6.1). (e) is clear from the symmetry
of Qλ± and (6.1). Finally, (f) follows from the compact spatial support of µ±, µ±e , µ±p
inside Ω.
Lemma 6.3 (properties of Aλ1 and Aλ2 ). Let 0 ≤ λ <∞.
(a) The operator Aλ1 is self-adjoint on L20(Ω), and the operator Aλ2 is self-adjoint
on L2(R) with the respective domains H20,n(Ω) and H
2(R).
(b) Both [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ Aλ1 and [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ Aλ2 are continuous in the norm
resolvent topology.
(c) The spectrum of Aλ1 is purely discrete. The spectrum of Aλ2 in (−∞, λ2) is
discrete and made up of finitely many eigenvalues. It is continuous (possibly
with embedded eigenvalues) in [λ2,∞).
(d) There exist constants γ > 0 and Λ > 0 such that for all λ ≥ Λ, Aλi > γ,
i = 1, 2.
Proof. Clearly −∂2x is symmetric. The perturbative terms are symmetric as well
since Qλ± are symmetric; see Lemma 6.1. Self-adjointness is guaranteed by standard
arguments, such as the Kato–Rellich theorem.
Let us prove (b), considering first Aλ2 . It is sufficient to prove that (Aλ2 − i)−1 →
(Aσ2 − i)−1 in operator norm as λ → σ (with λ, σ ≥ 0). We use the second resolvent
identity to obtain
(Aλ2 − i)−1 − (Aσ2 − i)−1 = (Aλ2 − i)−1(Aσ2 −Aλ2 )(Aσ2 − i)−1
= (Aλ2 − i)−1((σ2 − λ2)− (J σ11 − J λ11))(Aσ2 − i)−1,
where J λ11 is the upper left component of J λ written in block matrix form. Hence,
as the resolvents are each bounded in operator norm by 1,∥∥(Aλ2 − i)−1− (Aσ2 − i)−1∥∥B(L2(R))≤ |σ2 − λ2|+ ∥∥(J σ11 − J λ11)(Aσ2 − i)−1∥∥B(L2(R)) .
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It thus suffices using Lemma 6.2(f) to show that (J σ11 − J λ11)P(Aσ2 − i)−1 → 0 in
operator norm, where P is the multiplication operator on L2(R) given by the indicator
function of the set Ω. P is relatively compact with respect to −∂2x by the Rellich
theorem, and hence also relatively compact with respect to Aσ2 as it also has the
domain H2(R) by part (a). Hence P(Aσ2−i)−1 is compact, which allows us to upgrade
the strong convergence J λ11 s−→ J σ11 given by Lemma 6.2 to operator norm convergence.
The norm resolvent continuity ofAλ2 follows. The proof forAλ1 is analogous but lacking
the |σ2 − λ2| term.
Part (c) is simple: both operators have a differential part (Laplacian) and a
relatively compact perturbation. Hence both conclusions follow from Weyl’s theorem
[10, Chapter IV, Theorem 5.35]. The finiteness of the discrete spectrum below the
essential part in the case of Aλ2 is a consequence of Lemma 2.2. For part (d), we begin
with Aλ1 . Fix an arbitrary h ∈ H20,n(Ω); then we compute〈Aλ1h, h〉L20(Ω) = ‖∂xh‖2L20(Ω) −∑
±
∫∫
hµ±e (1−Qλ±)h dvdx.
Now we note as h ∈ H20,n(Ω), h is in D(D±) when interpreted in L±. We now use
Lemma 6.1(c) to estimate
〈Aλ1h, h〉L20(Ω) ≥ ‖∂xh‖2L20(Ω) − 1λ∑
±
∥∥∥∥ µ±ew±
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω×R3)
‖D±h‖L± ‖h‖L±
≥ ‖∂xh‖2L20(Ω) −
C√
Kλ
‖∂xh‖2L20(Ω)
≥ K ‖h‖2L20(Ω)
(
1− C√
Kλ
)
,
where K is the spectral gap of the Laplacian on the bounded domain Ω, and we have
used
‖D±h‖2L± =
∫∫
w±|vˆ1∂xh|2 dvdx ≤ ‖∂xh‖2L20(Ω) supx∈Ω
∫
w±|vˆ1|2 dv
and the natural bounded inclusions from L20(Ω) into L±. We now just take Λ >
C/
√
K.
For Aλ2 the proof is easier due to the λ2 term. For h ∈ H2(R) we compute, using
the formulation (3.8a),
〈Aλ2h, h〉L2(R) = ‖∂xh‖2L2(R) + λ2 ‖h‖2L2(R) −〈J λ [h0
]
,
[
h
0
]〉
L2(R)×L20(Ω)
≥ (λ2 − C ′) ‖h‖2L2(R) ,
where we have used the uniform bound in operator norm of J λ given by Lemma 6.2.
We now take Λ >
√
C ′.
Lemma 6.4 (properties ofMλ). For each λ ∈ [0,∞), the operator Mλ is self-
adjoint on L2(R)×L20(Ω) with domain H2(R)×H20,n(Ω). For any λ ≥ 0, the operator
M
λ has essential spectrum [λ2,∞). The family {Mλ}λ∈[0,∞) is continuous in the
norm resolvent topology.
Proof. The proof essentially mimics (and uses) the preceding proofs and is there-
fore left for the reader.
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6.2. The cylindrically symmetric case. As many of the proofs are the same
as in the 1.5d case above, we give the details only where they differ.
Lemma 6.5. In the respective spaces N±, Q˜λ±,sym and Q˜λ±,skew satisfy the follow-
ing:
(a) ‖Q˜λ±,sym‖B(N±) = 1 and ‖Q˜λ±,skew‖B(N±) ≤ 12 .
(b) Q˜λ±,sym and Q˜λ±,skew can be extended from λ > 0 to Reλ > 0 as holomorphic
operator-valued functions. In particular they are continuous for λ > 0 in the
operator norm topology.
(c) As R ∋ λ → ∞, Q˜λ±,sym s−→ 1, and for u ∈ D(D˜±) we have the bound
‖(Q˜λ±,sym − 1)u‖N± ≤ ‖D˜±u‖N±/λ.
(d) As R ∋ λ → ∞, Q˜λ±,skew s−→ 0, and for u ∈ D(D˜±) we have the bound
‖Q˜λ±,symu‖N± ≤ ‖D˜±u‖N±/λ.
(e) As 0 < λ→ 0, Q˜λ±,sym s−→ Q˜0±, where Q˜0± are defined in Definition 1.5.
(f) As 0 < λ→ 0, Q˜λ±,skew s−→ 0.
(g) For any λ ≥ 0, Q˜λ±,sym are symmetric and Q˜λ±,skew are skew-symmetric.
Proof. The claims about Q˜λ±,sym may be proved in the same way as those in
Lemma 6.1. For (a), the spectral theorem applied to the self-adjoint operators −iD˜±
implies that Q˜λ±,skew are unitarily equivalent to a multiplication operator, so that∥∥∥Q˜λ±,skew∥∥∥
B(N±)
=
∥∥∥∥ −iαλλ2 + α2
∥∥∥∥
L∞α (sp(iD˜±))
≤
∥∥∥∥ −iαλλ2 + α2
∥∥∥∥
L∞α (R)
=
1
2
.
The proof of (b) follows, as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, from the holomorphicity of
the resolvent. For (d), we let u ∈ D(D˜±), and then for λ > 0 we have∥∥∥Q˜λ±,skewu∥∥∥
N±
≤ λ
∥∥∥(λ2 + D˜2±)−1∥∥∥
B(N±)
∥∥∥D˜±u∥∥∥
N±
≤ 1
λ
∥∥∥D˜±u∥∥∥
N±
→ 0 as λ→∞.
The strong convergence to 0 then follows from the density of D(D˜±). For (f), we
repeat the proof of Lemma 6.1, noting that it is shown that λ(λ+ D˜±)−1 s−→ Q˜0± and
Q˜λ±,sym s−→ Q˜0± as λ→ 0. That Q˜λ±,skew s−→ 0 as λ→ 0 now follows from the identity,
valid for all λ > 0,
λ(λ+ D˜±)−1 = Q˜λ±,sym + Q˜λ±,skew.
Finally, (g) is a consequence of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 6.6. The operators J˜
λ
and B˜λi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 have the following prop-
erties:
(a) For all λ ∈ [0,∞), B˜λ1 ∈ B
(
L2θ(R
3;R3), L2cyl(R
3)
)
, B˜λ2 ∈
(
L2θ(R
3;R3), L2rz(R
3;
R3)
)
, B˜λ3 ∈ B
(
L2cyl(R
3), L2rz(R
3;R3)
)
, and B˜
λ
4 ∈ B
(
L2θ(R
3;R3), L2cyl(R
3)×
L2rz(R
3;R3)
)
with bounds uniform in λ.
(b) Each of (0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ J˜ λ and (0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ B˜λi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is continuous in
the operator norm topology.
(c) As λ→ 0, J˜ λ → J˜ 0, B˜λ1 → B˜01, B˜λ2 → 0, and B˜λ3 → 0 in the strong topology.
(d) For any λ ≥ 0 the operator J˜ λ is symmetric.
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(e) Let P˜ be the multiplication operator acting in L2cyl(R
3)×L2θ(R3;R3)×L2rz(R3;R3)
defined by
P˜ =
✶Ω 0 00 ✶Ω 0
0 0 ✶Ω
 ,
where ✶Ω is the indicator function of the set Ω. Then J˜
λ
= J˜
λ
P˜.
Proof. That the operators map the corresponding spaces to each other may be
verified directly from (3.16), noting in particular the notation vˆθ = eθvˆθ and vˆrz =
ervˆr+ez vˆz. As in the proof of Lemma 6.2, the uniform (in λ) bound on the operator
norms may be obtained using the decay assumptions on the equilibrium and the
uniform bound on the norms of Q˜λ±,sym and Q˜λ±,skew given by Lemma 6.5. In the
same way (c) and (d) follow from the corresponding results in Lemma 6.5.
To show the symmetry of J˜
λ
for λ > 0 we use the block matrix form, noting
that Q˜λ±,sym appears on the diagonal and that the off diagonal entries have B˜λi and
their adjoints in the appropriate configuration. Then we extend to λ = 0 by strong
convergence. As in Lemma 6.2, (e) follows from the spatial support properties of the
equilibrium.
Lemma 6.7 (properties of A˜λ1 , A˜λ2 , A˜λ3 , and A˜
λ
4 ). Let 0 ≤ λ <∞.
(a) The operator A˜λ1 is self-adjoint on L2cyl(R3), the operator A˜λ2 is self-adjoint
on L2θ(R
3;R3), A˜λ3 is self-adjoint on L2rz(R3;R3), and A˜
λ
4 is self-adjoint on
L2cyl(R
3) × L2rz(R3;R3) with the respective domains H2cyl(R3), H2θ (R3;R3),
H2rz(R
3;R3), and H2cyl(R
3)×H2rz(R3;R3).
(b) The mappings [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ A˜λ1 , [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ A˜λ2 , [0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ A˜λ3 , and
[0,∞) ∋ λ 7→ A˜λ4 are continuous in the norm resolvent topology.
(c) The spectra of A˜λ1 , A˜λ2 , A˜λ1 , and A˜
λ
4 in (−∞, λ2) are discrete and finite. In
[λ2,∞) their spectra are continuous (possibly with embedded eigenvalues).
(d) There exist constants γ > 0 and Λ > 0 such that for all λ ≥ Λ, A˜λi > γ,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Proof. The proof for each of A˜λi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is analogous to that of Lemma 6.3
for Aλ2 . We omit the details.
Lemma 6.8 (properties of M˜
λ
). For each λ ∈ [0,∞), the operator M˜λ is self-
adjoint on L2θ(R
3;R3)×L2cyl(R3)×L2rz(R3;R3) with domain H2θ (R3;R3)×H2cyl(R3)×
H2rz(R
3;R3). For any λ ≥ 0, the operator M˜λ has essential spectrum (−∞,−λ2] ∪
[λ2,∞). The family {M˜λ}λ∈[0,∞) is continuous in the norm resolvent topology.
Proof. This is again analogous to the previous proofs and is left to the reader.
7. Existence of equilibria. In this section we prove that there exist compactly
supported equilibria of the 1.5d system which can be written in the form (1.16)–(1.17).
Existence in the 3d case was already provided in [12]. We note that providing explicit
examples of equilibria is a much more challenging task, which we do not pursue here.
The construction below utilizes the physically relevant idea of magnetic confinement.
We mention in this context the recent result [16] where global-in-time existence and
uniqueness of solutions was established in a similar setting, though with a singular
magnetic potential.
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Proposition 7.1 (existence of confined equilibria). Let R > 0, α > 2, and
A± ⊂ R2 be bounded domains. Then there are constants c, C > 0 such that if two
functions µ±(e±, p±) ∈ C10 (R2) with support in A± satisfy
|µ±|, |µ±e |, |µ±p | ≤ c(1 + |e±|)−α
and a function ψext ∈ H2loc(R) satisfies
|ψext(x)| ≥ C(1 + |x|2) for |x| ≥ R,
then there are potentials φ0, ψ0 ∈ H2loc(R) such that (µ±(e±, p±), φ0, ψ0, ψext, φext =
0) is an equilibrium of the 1.5d relativistic Vlasov–Maxwell equations (1.15) with spa-
tial support in [−R,R], where the relationship between (x, v1, v2) and (e±, p±) is as
defined in (1.17).
Remark 7.1 (trivial solutions). Of course, the result does not say that the ob-
tained equilibrium is not everywhere zero. This may be ruled out by choosing µ± and
ψext in such a way that (for example) µ±(x = 0, v = 0) > 0 if φ0, ψ0 ≡ 0. Let us
sketch the argument. Recall that we write f0,±(x, v) = µ±(〈v〉 ± φ0(x), v2 ± ψ0(x)±
ψext(x)) = µ±(e±, p±). If f0,±(x,v) = 0 for all (x,v), then ρ, ji = 0 and φ
0, ψ0 = 0
for all x. Therefore e± = 〈v〉 and p± = v2 ± ψext(x), and
f0,±(0, 0) = µ±(1,±ψext(0)).
The right-hand side is something we can ensure is positive by choosing A±, µ±, and
ψext appropriately. Under this appropriate choice one obtains a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Given two elements ρ, j2 ∈ L2(R) with compact sup-
port, we define
φ0 = G ∗ ρ, ψ0 = G ∗ j2,
where G(x) = −|x|/2 is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian in one dimen-
sion. (We note that one expects j1 to vanish for an equilibrium, due to parity in
v1; hence it does not appear in the setup.) Thus we define e
± = e±(x, v1, v2) and
p± = p±(x, v1, v2) via the usual relations (1.17), which we recall for the reader’s
convenience:
e±(x,v) = 〈v〉 ± φ0(x), p±(x,v) = v2 ± ψ0(x)± ψext(x)
(φext is zero). We let F : L2(R)2 → L2(R)2 be the (nonlinear) map defined by
(7.1) F
[
ρ
j2
]
=
∫ [
1
vˆ2
]
(µ+(e+, p+)− µ−(e−, p−)) dv.
A fixed point of F is the charge and current densities of an equilibrium (µ±(e±, p±),
φ0, ψ0, ψext, φext = 0). We define X ⊆ L2(R)2 as
X = {(ρ, j2) ∈ L2(R)2 : both supported in [−R,R] and bounded by C ′}
for a positive constant C ′ to be chosen. This set is clearly convex. We will show that
for c > 0 sufficiently small and C > 0 sufficiently large, F is a compact continuous
map X →֒ X and thus, by the Schauder fixed point theorem, has a fixed point.
Step 1: Compact support. We show that C ′ and C can be chosen so that F maps
X into functions supported in [−R,R].
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For (ρ, j2) ∈ X and |x| > R we have
|φ0(x)| = |(G ∗ ρ)(x)| ≤ C ′
∫ R
−R
|G(x− y)| dy = C
′
2
∫ R
−R
|x− y| dy = C ′R|x|,
and the same bound holds for ψ0. This allows us to control v2 using e
± and x. Indeed,
|v2| ≤ 〈v〉 = e± ∓ φ0(x) ≤ |e±|+ |φ0(x)| ≤ |e±|+ C ′R|x|,
which gives the following lower bound for |p±|+ |e±| in terms of x:
|p±|+ |e±| = |v2 ± ψ0(x)± ψext(x)|+ |e±| ≥ ψext(x)− |v2| − |ψ0(x)|+ |e±|
≥ ψext(x)− |e±| − 2C ′R|x|+ |e±|
≥ C(1 + |x|2)− 2C ′R|x|.
By taking C ′ small enough and C large enough, we can ensure that if |x| > R,
then (e±, p±) lie outside any disc in R2, and in particular outside A±, where µ± are
supported. This proves the claim.
Step 2: Uniform L∞ bound. We show that C ′ and c can be chosen so that F
maps to functions with L∞ norm smaller than C ′.
Estimating φ0(x) for |x| ≤ R,
|φ0(x)| ≤ C
′
2
∫ R
−R
|x− y| dy = C
′
2
(x2 +R2),
we take C ′ small enough (recall that it was already taken to be small in the previous
step; hence we may require it to be even smaller) so that |φ0(x)| ≤ 3/4 for |x| ≤ R.
Now the decay assumption on µ± allows us to show a uniform bound on |F1(ρ, j2)(x)|
in |x| ≤ R:
(7.2)
|F1(ρ, j2)(x)| ≤
∑
±
∫
|µ±(e±, p±)| dv ≤
∑
±
∫
c
(1 + |e±|)α dv
≤
∑
±
∫
c
(1 + 〈v〉 − |φ0(x)|)α dv ≤
∑
±
∫
c
(1 + 〈v〉 − 34 )α
dv
=
∫
2c
( 14 + 〈v〉)α
dv = C ′′c <∞.
We can bound |F2(ρ, j2)(x)| in the same way as |vˆ| ≤ 1. Finally, we choose c so that
C ′′c ≤ C ′.
Step 3: Uniform L∞ bound on the derivative. We show that there is a con-
stant C ′′′ such that for any (ρ, j2) ∈ X we have ‖∂xF1(ρ, j2)‖L∞[−R,R] ≤ C ′′′ and
‖∂xF2(ρ, j2)‖L∞[−R,R] ≤ C ′′′.
We compute for F1 and note that F2 is analogous. Using the chain rule, we have
∂x
∫ (
µ+(e+, p+)− µ−(e−, p−)) dv
= (∂xφ
0)
∫
(µ+e (e
+, p+) + µ−e (e
−, p−)) dv
+ (∂xψ
0 + ∂xψ
ext)
∫
(µ+p (e
+, p+) + µ−p (e
−, p−)) dv.
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The two integrals are bounded uniformly in x by the arguments in Step 2 using the
corresponding assumed bounds on µ±e and µ
±
p , respectively. As the external field
ψext lies in H2loc(R), its derivative ∂xψ
ext lies in H1([−R,R]) and is bounded in
L∞([−R,R]) by Morrey’s inequality. It remains to bound ∂xφ0 and ∂xψ0 uniformly
for all x ∈ [−R,R]. These are controlled directly using the Green’s function G(x) and
uniform bounds of Step 2. Indeed,
|(∂xφ0)(x)| = |((∂xG) ∗ ρ)(x)| ≤ C
′
2
∫ R
−R
| sign(x− y)| dy ≤ C ′R,
and the computation for ∂xψ
0 is identical.
Step 4: F is a compact continuous map from X to X. Steps 1 and 2 imply that
F(X) ⊆ X. Step 3 and the Rellich theorem imply that F(X) is relatively compact
in X. It remains to show that F is continuous. This may be shown using dominated
convergence and the bounds in Step 2. Indeed, suppose that {(ρn, jn2 )}n∈N ⊆ X
is a sequence converging to (ρ, j2) ∈ X strongly in L2(R)2. We shall show that
F1(ρn, jn2 )→ F1(ρ, j2) in L2; the result for F2 is analogous. By Step 2 and dominated
convergence it is enough to show convergence pointwise, i.e., for each x ∈ [−R,R].
Next, by (7.2) and dominated convergence again, it is sufficient to show that the corre-
sponding densities µ±(e±, p±) converge pointwise in (x,v). Continuity of µ± reduces
this to showing pointwise convergence of the corresponding microscopic energy and
momenta e± and p±. The definitions of these quantities imply that it is enough to
show that the corresponding electric and magnetic potentials φ0,n and ψ0,n converge
pointwise. Finally, as the potentials are (ρn, jn2 ) convolved with G(x) = −|x|/2, the
convergence (ρn, jn2 ) → (ρ, j2) in L2([−R,R])2 gives the required pointwise conver-
gence.
This concludes the proof.
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